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Cayman Heart Fund promotes
health and wellness
On Saturday 17 July 2021, the
staff and volunteers of the Cayman
Heart Fund (CHF) transformed the
Teacher Redley Powery Library in
West Bay into a healthy heart clinic for their first Health Screening
Event of 2021. Over 70 persons
were checked for their risk for heart
disease and other serious health
complications.
SEE HEALTH SCREENING EVENT, Page 8
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Some US vaccinations
recognised
As from Friday 23rd July, the
Government has been able to securely verify vaccination records
from some North American and
European Union issuers, adding to
those already recognised from the
UK’s National Health Service and
Cayman’s own Health Services Authority.
SEE US VACCINATIONS RECOGNISED, Page 13
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Indigenizing Christianity

Caribbean
scholars
had made a similar point.
have long realized the
The call was for us to
potential of religion in
construct, from what we
helping to decolonize and
received, our own episteindigenize, making way
mologies and ontologies,
for a Caribbean theology,
reflecting ourselves.
appropriate to the history
Some of the best Carand the peculiar narraibbean theologians have
tive of Caribbean peoples.
written extensively about
I believe this is especialthe continuing need to
ly urgent now as many
adjust our practice of
young people are exChristianity to fit our hisposed to the full thrust of
torical and socio-cultural
post-modern ideas with
contexts- to be relevant
their grounding in relaand empowering. Much
tivism and the resultant
has been done, but much
X Dr. Livingston Smith is a
lack of moral compass.
more is needed. CaribbeProfessor at the UniversiMany even question the
an theologians such as
ty College of the Cayman
utility of the religious life.
David Mitchell, first chalIslands. He is also Director
The call for the indigof the CXC Education Volun- lenged Caribbean church
teer programme
enization process is not
leaders to produce Caribnew. The black power
bean Christian literature
movement and its critique of Christianity to meet the needs of the church, of the
is well known. In the 1960’s, one of the people and of the fledgling Caribbean naleaders at the time, Walter Rodney, in his tions.
Groundings with My Brothers, wrote
The Reverend Ashley Smith, himself a
of the language used in regular conversa- leading Caribbean theologian of his time,
tion such as good hair, good complexion, wrote highly of Idris Hamid, another such
reflecting European standards. There was Caribbean theologian, who he said sought
respect for all the white symbols in the to ‘contextualize God launching a writing
Christian religion- to quote him, ‘God the of theology characterized by self-affirmafather is white, God the son is white and tion, protest against universalism, and
presumably also the Holy Ghost, the dis- everything else that makes received theciples and saints, cherubim and seraphim, ology into an instrument of the self-deexcepting for Lucifer. The argument from termined development of the people of
Black Power was the need for religion the region.’ Hamad, says Smith, knew ‘the
to adapt and for people to be able to see difference between learning other peoGod in their ‘own image’. Marcus Garvey ple’s theology and being a party to the fal-

Preventing Electrical
Fires at Home

sification of reality and like the erstwhile
oppressed of the Bible re-politicizing ourselves and thereby sharing in the creation
of the kind of future we can proudly call
our home.’
Smith writes of a Caribbean theology that assists Caribbean people out of
shame and self-doubt, to a people who
know themselves as full persons, a decolonization theology, contextualized and
made in the Caribbean and for the Caribbean. The work of decolonizing Caribbean
theology which was so valiantly moving
ahead in the 1970’s, does not appear to
be much of a focus anymore. Instead, the
heated discussion in my churches is on
such ‘weighty matters’ as hat wearing or
the extent to which women are allowed to
take part in church and to what levels they
have Biblical permission.
On the matter of music in the church,
for example, many of our churches are still
uncomfortable with the use of reggae as a
form of Christian musical expression because of its link to the Rastafari religion.
The churches that have an issue with reggae gospel, especially because of reggae’s
association with the Rastafari, must content with the fact that the whole history
of Judaism and Christianity which derived
from it, has been one of adaptation and
continuously making sense of changing
human situations. In this context, Rastafari and reggae music are no different.
The history of music in the Jewish and
Christian worship demonstrates its vitality and importance. Throughout its history,
music in its various forms, has been borrowed, mixed, and syncretized, but when
baptized by the Spirit and used for the
glory of God, its impact is profound. Irrespective of the genesis of Reggae music,
its current use as music for worship and
for spreading the gospel, is demonstration
of its versatility. Reggae came from the
cultural and experiential bowels of ordinary people, marginalized, and oppressed.
These are the people who God usually

sides with. Their cultural expressions, devoted to his cause, he will not reject.
Gospel reggae can also contribute to
the decolonization movement says Robert
Beckford, known for his work on theology, music and social change. It is an opportunity, he insists, for gospel reggae be
applied to our soteriology, hermeneutics,
and identity as creative, lyrical categories.
I fully agree. The same can be said of Calypso and other forms of indigenous Caribbean musical expressions.
In his book, Diverse Worship: African-American, Caribbean, and Hispanic Perspectives, Pedrito U. Maynard-Reid
advances the thesis that there is a strong
correlation between culture and worship
styles and that this understanding should
inform the attitudes of worshippers to
each other and their various worship settings. Much of how worship takes place
is due to culture, not Biblical injunction.
As the author points out, God can be worshipped beyond ‘The narrow confines of
our comfort zones.’ What one perceives as
appropriate worship ‘is culturally conditioned and has little to do with Biblical orthodoxy or soteriological morality (Maynard-Reid, p. 4). What is important is that
worship practices be wholistic and Christocentric and not narrow, fragmented,
compartmentalized, and self-centered.
The unmistakable link between culture
and worship styles and the fact that God
is the creator of cultural variety is a very
useful perspective to always bear in mind.

In the US, home electrical fires
account for an estimated 51,000 fires each year,
nearly 500 deaths, more than 1,400 injuries and $1.3 billion in
property damage. It is important to be aware of the dangers and potential causes of
electrical fires in order to learn how to avoid them.
Electrical malfunction is the leading cause of home fires every year. The most common
causes of electrical fires are:
Faulty electrical outlets, appliance cords, receptacles and switches.
Light fixtures: Installing a bulb with a wattage that is too high for the lamps and light
fixtures is a leading cause of electrical fires.
Worn or frayed extension cords: Check your cords for cracks and if damaged, worn or
frayed, replace them immediately. Do not overload extension cords or outlets.
Outdated Wiring: If a home is over 20 years old, it may not have the wiring capacity to
handle the increased amounts of electrical equipment in today’s average home such as
TVs, video games, microwaves and air conditioners.

Caymanian

If you have any questions on your homes electrical vulnerability, please consult with a
qualified electrician. Electrical work should only be done by a qualified electrician.
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The Patient-Friendly
MRI Experience
3T MRI provides the most advanced MRI scanning in the
Cayman Islands, utilizing cutting-edge technology and
equipment in a space specifically designed for patient
comfort.
Our team of Radiologists and Technologists have an
astounding amount of experience that rivals any clinic in
the world.
With the Quality, Experience & Convenience of 3T MRI,
there is no need to leave the island for your MRI scan.
Highlights:
+ The only MRI unit specifically designed for patient comfort
+ Providing the largest patient opening of any scanner in the
Cayman Islands
+ Highest quality images for more precise diagnosis
+ Results are available same day for urgent cases and within
24 hours for all cases
Details:
+ Referrals accepted by all local physicians
+ Accepting all local insurance providers including CINICO

3Tcayman.com

Located within the Cayman Islands Hospital
E-mail: mri@3Tcayman.com
Phone: (345) 949-3888
Monday – Friday 8am – 5pm
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Focus on Development

Grand Hyatt tops $150 million in sales
One of several major residential and
tourist developments in Grand Cayman,
the Grand Hyatt Grand Cayman 167-residences development at the old Pageant
Beach is now more than 75 per cent sold,
with sales currently exceeding US$150
million. Making the announcement, Kim
Lund, Broker/Owner at RE/MAX Cayman Islands, who is the exclusive listing
broker for the residences, outlined why
owning one of the condos was a good investment.
“Just to put this in perspective, these
Grand Hyatt Residences are pre-selling,
right now, at an average sales price for a
five-star internationally-branded Seven
Mile Beach Resort which is way below current market values,” he said. “This is much
less than many other popular Seven Mile
Beach condominium developments.”
The 10-storey resort, which is currently under construction, is located between
the Wharf Restaurant and Poinsettia Condominiums on West Bay Road and is being
developed by Pageant Beach Hotel Ltd.
“Not only will the Grand Hyatt be Grand
Cayman’s next five-star internationally
branded resort (The Ritz-Carlton is the
only other five-star resort), but it will incorporate the most current building styles
and cutting-edge interior designs,” Mr
Lund furthered.
Studio, one, two and three-bedroom
residences start in the low US$700,000s.
The residences have been one of the fastest selling resorts in the Caribbean, exceededing more than $64 million in sales
prior to construction, Mr Lund added.
“Residences will have 10-foot ceilings
and nine-foot sliding glass doors across

the beachfront of the residence, with an
abundance of natural light. The views of
the beach, Caribbean Sea, cruise ships, and
George Town will be absolutely stunning,”
he said.
Mr Lund said they expected to sell all
residences before construction is complete.
Resort amenities include six restaurants, a 12,000 sq. ft. destination spa and
fitness centre, three resort-style swimming pools and jacuzzis, fully serviced
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26th September 2021
Walk: 6am / Run: 6:15am
TICKETS: $10

Prizes: Staycation at the Holiday Inn • Staycation at the Westin
Dinner for 2 at the Lobster Pot • Plus many other prizes!
Contact: Brent 928-9099 or Chris 326-6783 • www.caymanhopefoundation.com

beach cabanas, a state-of-the-art screening room, a 25,000 sq. ft. indoor outdoor
conference meeting space, beach activities including snorkeling, diving and water sports, Grand Social Clubs, a variety

of shopping boutiques, steam and sauna
room, five-star concierge service, kids
club, 24-hour room service, 24-hour valet, 24-hour front desk and 24-hour security.
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Doctors Hospital take legal action against Government

Doctors Hospital has taken legal action against the Government for failing to
produce guidelines against which healthcare facilities are assessed before being
designated as a facility that can employ
'institutionally registered' medical practitioners.
In particular, Doctors Hospital say
Government has not created transparent
criteria for designating and supervising
such facilities so the public could be assured there was adequate supervision of
the less qualified and less experienced
practitioners they employed. Because
of this, Doctors Hospital say Cabinet’s
power to designate a facility is liable to
be exercised arbitrarily and in a way that
failed to promote the purpose of institutionally registered practitioners only
being permitted to work at certain facilities.
Before the legal action was taken, Doctors Hospital formally asked Government
on 23 April 2021, to “identify whether
there are any criteria for granting and reviewing designations under s.24A(2)” of
the Health Practice Act (2021 Revision).
The letter also asked to “confirm CIG commit to publishing criteria within a specified timeframe”. The Attorney General’s
Office replied on 18 May 2021, admitting that there were no such criteria, that
Government did not know why the only
facilities designated to date (Health City,
the Health Services Authority and Total
Health Ltd) were granted designations,
and that there were no arrangements
for supervising the ongoing suitability
of those facilities as places institutional-

ly registered practitioners may practice.
Doctors Hospital said they gave Government one last chance to respond in June
but did not get a reply, so took the legal
action.
Doctors Hospital said it accepted that
Government could introduce a tier of registration, whereby less qualified and less
experienced practitioners were permitted
to practice in the Cayman Islands. However, in creating a system where these practitioners could only work at facilities designated by Cabinet, the Legislature must
have intended that these facilities would
adequately supervise those practitioners,
they said.
The legal action also included a reference to the lack of any regulation setting
the requirements to be met for institutionally registered practitioners to be
registered as specialists in a particular
field (such as oncologists or obstetricians).
“This lack of regulation risks patients
being treated by insufficiently trained
and inexperienced doctors without their
knowledge, further risking potential harm
to patients and the rising costs of health
care via increased insurance premiums,”
Doctors Hospital said.
Dr Yaron Rado, Board Chairman and
Chief Radiologist of Doctors Hospital
furthered: “As stated before, we believe
in fair and competitive marketplaces.
Further, we need this system to be transparent and safe for people engaging in
healthcare in Cayman. We understand
TOP
individuals are being granted institutional list registration for positions without

completed residency programmes. This is
alarming to us and should be alarming to
everyone.”
Dr Rado said that to be registered as a
specialist on the principal list, a physician
needed at least four years post-medical
degree specialist training and to successfully sit a board exam to be licensed in
Cayman.
“None of this is overseen on the institutional list. So, we will continue to challenge the Government about this. Ultimately, what is at stake is the health and
well-being of the people of Cayman and
the standard of healthcare that the Islands
OF
ADTo maintain high standards, Docdeliver.
tors Hospital has chosen only to employ

fully registered practitioners who are on
the principal list,” he confirmed.
Practitioners registered on the principal list, deemed the most qualified and
experienced, can practice without supervision, while practitioners registered on
the provisional list, deemed to be adequately qualified but lacking experience,
must practice under the supervision of a
practitioner on the principal list. Practitioners registered on the institutional list
merely need to have qualified at a medical school listed in the World Directory
of Medical Schools. These practitioners
may be employed only by a health care
facility Cabinet has designated as permitted.

When a hurricane turns
your life upside down,

we turn it around.

We’re here for you before, during and after the storm with
comprehensive hurricane coverage to help you get your life
back on track. Because after all we live here too.
British Caymanian Insurance Company Limited
BritCay House, 236 Eastern Avenue, P.O. Box 74
George Town, Grand Cayman KY1-1102, Cayman Islands
tel: 949-8699

cgcoralisle.com |   @cgcoralisle
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Arts & Culture

Talent Xposition sets the night
alight at the Harquail Theatre
By Christopher Tobutt

The annual Talent Xpositon of the Arts
is an annual explosion of local talent, live
at the Harquail theatre. There was singing,
dancing, and music from many different
artists, and it is always popular. Run by
the New Self-Help Community Foundation and organized by JC Connor for two
decades now, and funds raised go to help
all kinds of good causes in the community, with a focus for helping young people
develop their talent and take it up to the
next level. It’s a wonderful evening, and it
doesn’t matter if you are five or fifty-five,
there is always room onstage for people
with a gift for the performing arts, and
everyone who goes there loves it.
MCs for the evening Lloyd Barker and
Andrel Harris introduced each of the acts.
The very first act was the Williams Quartet, a family of brothers and sisters who
sing gospel music in perfect four-part harmony, who sang the National Song.
Harpists Eugenio and Sebastian – a father and son Duet enchanted the audience

with “Melody of Harmony,” and “I Can’t
Help Falling in love.”
Next was a complete change, with
a group from the Centre Pointe Dance
Company – “Where ya from?” which was
a high-energy, fast-paced dance. Then
came Butterfield Young Musician of the
Year Gabriella Best who played her violin
very beautifully, before singer Zariah Anglin sang a Celine Dion song. The Dream
Chasers dance group were next with an
up-tempo dance to Proud Mary – “Rolling,
Rolling , Rolling on the river.”
Reyah Stewart sang “Shallow,” by
Lady Gaga. It was heartfelt and soulful:
“Crash through the surface where they
can’t hurt us. We’re far from the shallow now…” Cayman Arts Festival Elite
String Ensemble, with a cello and violins,
played a beautiful medley of some classical music favorites – including Beethoven’s ‘Ode to Joy.
Duncan Anderson took to the stage with
his euphonium. He played some classical
SEE TALENT XPOSITION, Page 7
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Talent Xposition sets the night
alight at the Harquail Theatre
CONTINUED FROM Page 6

music, and it was lovely to hear how expressive he was. Jardae Barnes came to the
stage next with her guitar, singing a beautiful song, “Ready to Fly,” she had written
herself. It was all about having the courage
to set out from the safety of the nest and
fly high in life. “This little bird’s grown up
to find her blue sky,” she sang.
Centre Pointe Dance came back onstage
with a dance interpretation of “Cry me a
River.” Everyone was in for a real treat next
when the very youngest of the performers
took to the stage. It was the George Town
Primary School’s Violin Ensemble, with

‘Crocodile Medley.’ Arianna Anglin sang
a beautifully sad ballad next, before the
UCCI dancers lifted everyone’s spirits with
an energetic interpretation of the praise
song, Alleluia.
After the intermission JC Connor took to
the stage with Eric Clapton’s ‘Knocking on
heaven’s door.” Rico Rolando – sang several songs, and Centre Pointe Dance came
back onstage with “Only Us and you Will
be Found.” There were also musical offerings from Capo Fitz, Terry Williams, TEO
–Song, and Dequan Smith who played the
Cello very beautifully.
DRY CLEANERS & LAUNDRY

PURITAN LAUNDRY & DRY CLEANING

FREE PICK UP AND DELIVERY SERVICES

DRAPES DRAPES DRAPES!

Puritan Cleaners now offering 12% OFF on Drapes pick-up
and delivery. Unhang and rehang at $9.65 per hour
(optional). To our hospitality services, let us help you be
ready. Before attempting to remove rubber back drapes
please give us a call.
Puritan Cleaners – Eastern Avenue at 949-7104
Elgin Avenue at 949-2452
Savannah Countryside at 946-1884

We Can Make Your Rooms Look Good!
puritangc@candw.ky | www.puritan.ky
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X Maureen Cubbon, CHF Vice Chairperson and SMU Medical
Student Yaliana Garcia

Healthcare

X Marcia Davis, Librarian at West Bay Library, and
Allison Olarou, CHF Coordinator

X Deby and Nigel Coles with Suzy Soto, CHF Founder and
Chair Emeritus

Cayman Heart Fund Health Screening Event
promotes health and wellness in the community
CONTINUED FROM Page 1

The mission of the CHF is to improve the
cardiovascular health for all in the Cayman Islands. We achieve this through education, training, and by providing medical
equipment and services to the public. The
free health screenings include family history, height, weight, waist measurement
and BMI, blood pressure, and a blood test
to show an individual’s sugar, cholesterol,
HDL (“Good Cholesterol”), triglycerides,
and glucose levels.
Persons attending the event commented on how important these free clinics are
to the local population – now more than
ever. Nigel and Deby Coles travelled all the
way from North Side for the event. “I take
a statin for high cholesterol and needed an
up-to-date cholesterol test so I can get my
prescription renewed,” said Nigel Coles.
“My wife and I have both not worked for
more than a year now and we need to be
really careful with our pennies. Health is an
important priority, so we are really grateful
to the Cayman Heart Fund for making this
available.”
“Despite the enormous advances in medical science and technology, heart and circulatory diseases remain the number one
cause of death in the Cayman Islands and
around the world.” Says Maureen Cubbon,
CHF Vice Chairperson. “Our free health
screening program provides an opportunity for people, regardless of their status or
insurance coverage, to discover their risk
of having heart disease or a cardiac event
such as heart attack or stroke.”
“Knowing your numbers is one of the
most important steps you can take to man-

age your cardiovascular health — even if
you think you’re healthy.” said Suzy Soto,
Founder and Chair Emeritus of the Cayman Heart Fund.
The CHF is enormously grateful to Dr
Amitabha Basu, Dean of Basic Sciences,
and the medical students at St Matthews
Medical School as well as the wonderful
doctors and nurses who volunteer their
time at these events to help people understand their risk and discuss ways they can
lead a healthy lifestyle. Thanks go to Dr
Gabor Xantus, Dr Nyali Taylor, Dr Michelle
Mon Desir, and nurses Kelly Watson and
Diane Obana who worked tirelessly on the
day.
Studies have shown that individuals with underlying medical conditions
such as cardiovascular disease were
more vulnerable to the worst outcomes
of coronavirus pandemic. Knowing your
numbers and being able to talk to a clinician who can help you interpret the results is one way to protect yourself and
slow the spread of the disease. Lifestyle
changes such as smoking cessation, losing weight, reducing alcohol consumption, moving, or exercising more, limiting
stress, visiting your doctor and following
a clinician’s advice, as well as other positive lifestyle changes can help to reduce
cardiac risk.
“Public libraries fulfil an important role
in community access to health information”
says Allison Olarou, CHF Coordinator. “As
centres of community engagement and
education, they are a great partner to advance public health. Ms Marcia, Librarian
at West Bay Public Library, holds a free
Health Symposium every year for patrons.

X SMU Medical Student Summan Chughtai checks blood
pressure

X SMU Medical Student Andrew Spruce takes a family history

This year she asked the CHF to speak to
the community about heart health, so the
next logical step was to return to carry out
a free health screening. “We hope to team
up with the Cayman Islands Public Library
Service (CIPLS) for future events so that we
can bring our free heart health screening
program to every district in Grand Cayman.”
For more information on the CHF’s
Health Screening Program including information about future events or if you
wish to make to make a donation, please
see the CHF website at: caymanheartfund.

X Dr Gabor Xantus helps someone interpret their results

ky/knowyournumbers or contact Allison
Olarou at the Cayman Heart Fund on 916
6324 or info@caymanheartfund.com.
Cayman Heart Fund is a non-profit organization incorporated under the Companies Law (2007 Revision) in 2007, with
Registration License # 220594. Our aim
is to alert, reduce and help prevent Cardiovascular Disease (CVD) – Cayman’s #1
cause of death in the Cayman Islands.
If you require further information,
please do not hesitate to contact me at:
(345) 916-6324 or please email: info@
caymanheartfund.com

X SMU Medical Student Christal Samaroo at a testing
station
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X (L-R) Head of the Civil Service, Hon. Franz Manderson joined Chief Officer, Portfolio of the Civil Service (PoCS), Mrs. Gloria McField-Nixon along with interns and well-wishers within the Civil Service

2021 Summer Intern Award Celebration
The Portfolio of the Civil Service (PoCS)
recognised 80 interns at this year’s Intern
Celebration at Government Administration Building with seven receiving awards
on Wednesday 21 July, 2021.
The recognition and award ceremony
attracted interns from across the Civil Service. The event took place in the presence
of Deputy Governor and Head of the Civil
Service, Hon. Franz Manderson; Minister
for Tourism and Transport, Hon. Kenneth Bryan; PoCS Chief Officer, Mrs. Gloria
McField-Nixon and heads of department.
Emceed by returning intern Ayanda
Jones serving in the Ministry of Investment, Innovation and Social Development;
the ceremony included a rendition of the
National Song by Shakur Ebanks of Planning, Agriculture, Housing and Infrastructure.
Mrs. McField-Nixon welcomed attendees and shared her story of her start as an
intern within the Cayman Islands Government.
“The Civil Service takes great pride in
facilitating work experience opportunities
for bright, young Caymanians,” she said.
“This cohort showcased exceptional
talent, with many of our interns quickly
adopting and exemplifying our Civil Service Values – Passion, Integrity and Professionalism – while others demonstrated
high aptitude for innovation.”

X Intern Amber Smith working with the
Department of Counselling Services receives the Integrity award from the Head
of the Civil Service and Deputy Governor,
Hon. Franz Manderson

X Interns Diondre Wright, Jada Ledgister and Jaymar Myles are presented the Teamwork award by Deputy Governor, Mr. Manderson

In his opening remarks, the Deputy Governor who began his career in the Civil Service when 16 years old, shared two powerful examples of the CI Government assisting
Caymanians in exceptional circumstances.
Emphasising the organisation’s commitment to being a World-Class-Service,
Mr. Manderson said, “What gets us out of
bed every morning is that we can make
our people’s lives better.”
Remarks were also given by Director of
Communications, Ms Oneisha Richards,
and by former CIG intern, Internal Auditor,
Briannah Myles.
Ms Richards urged interns to, “Be driven. Show up always, even when you don’t

X Minister for Tourism and Transport, the
Hon. Kenneth Bryan, advises interns that
many of the skills acquired during their
work experience are transferrable

X The ceremony included emceeing by intern Ayanda Jones (left
to right), remarks by Director of Communications, Ms Oneisha
Richards, closing prayer by co-organiser and intern, Marley
McCoy and past experiences within the Civil Service shared
by former intern and now permanent staff, Internal Auditor, Ms
Briannah Myles (Photos by GIS)

feel like it, and even when you don’t feel
prepared. It’s like starting, being driven to
succeed will be a big part of your success.”
Minister for Tourism and Transport,
Hon. Kenneth Bryan was a surprise addition to the programme. Addressing his
first-ever Intern Celebration, he told the
audience that he too had worked as a civil
servant having been a firefighter, and believed that the principles learned in public
service were transferable.
The event included a PowerPoint video
presentation highlighting interns in action
across the ministries.
PoCS HR Management Adviser, Mrs.
Charlene Howell-Litchmore, announced
the recipients of the Recognition Award
Programme in the categories of Passion,
Integrity, Professionalism, Innovation and
Team Work.
The students honoured were:
• Dimitri Myles for Passion, Youth Services Unit
• Amber Smith for Integrity, Department of Counselling Services
• Marley McCoy for Professionalism,
Cabinet Office, Department of Communications; and
• Bryanna Davis for Innovation, Department of Children and Family Services
The team winners were:
• Jada Ledgister, Jaymar Myles and Diondre Wright in the Ministry of Investment, Innovation and Social Development.
The internship event concluded with a
vote of thanks by Johnathan Woods and a
prayer by Marley McCoy, followed by light
refreshments.

X Deputy Governor presents the award for
Innovation to intern Bryanna Davis, Department of Children and Family Services

Following the event, Ms Jones said, “All
speakers were well prepared and delivered remarks that reminded me of why I
keep coming back to the Civil Service.”
The event’s co-organiser and PoCS intern, Johnathan Woods shared, “As part
of the team that made sure the intern
appreciation event ran smoothly, I had to
give feedback on which candidates should
be selected to participate. Furthermore, I
made sure we had all the technical equipment and that all the equipment worked
adequately.”
Joint organiser, Ms McCoy said, “Overall,
this internship has been one of the best
summer work experiences I have had so
far and I am very grateful for the positive
and friendly atmosphere.”
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X Kattina Anglin giving her presentation

X Dr. Gideon Barnett

Residents discuss vaccination concerns
By Christopher Tobutt

With the banner: “Your choice – use your
freedom to defend your freedom,” a group
of concerned citizens gathered at George
Town Hall for what was described as an,
“Educational seminar on patient rights, informed consent and the legal position on
medical treatments and experiments,” on
Saturday 24 July.
The seminar explored the topic of the
erosion of the established right in law
and in medical ethics to consent surrounding free consent for the Covid 19
vaccine, especially in the light of developments which have made vaccinations for
work permit holders mandatory, when
permits are up for renewal. Kattina Anglin, who helped organize the meeting,
said that although she stayed silent when
frontline medical workers were being obligated to have the vaccination, the issue
she saw developing surrounding work
permit holders’ rights could no longer be
ignored. There were three main presentations during the evening. The hall filled up
and was packed when the meeting was in
full flow, and although there was a strong
Christian theme to all the presentations,
many different viewpoints, both religious
and secular, were represented by those
who came.
Pastor Dwayne opened the presentations with a quote from the Book of Revelation, chapter 13 vs 16 & 17, “The beast
forced all the people, small and great,
to rich and poor, slave and free, to have
a mark placed on their right hand or on
their foreheads. No one could buy or sell
without this mark.” He said that although
the vaccine wasn’t the mark of the beast,
it showed that the world was heading in
that direction, because of all the pressure
that was being put on people to receive
it, so that it had incentives such as travel
and being able work attached to it and the
coincidence was too similar to be ignored.
During his presentation Dr. Giddeon
Barnett said, “We honor our leaders that
does not mean we worship our leaders or
always obey when they go astray…we want
our leaders to empower people with freedom…that means, proper education about
key issues.” He quoted at length from established principles of patient consent,
both in law and in medical ethics, from
the quoting from US, UK and Cayman legal

X Some of the people who came to the meeting

and medical authorities, highlighting as he
went the key areas where present practice
in the Cayman Islands is leading to a lack
of true consent. Part of the framework of
true consent is disclosure of information
concerning the treatment, including side
effects and negative consequences, as well
as viable alternative treatments, he said,
and this information had been lacking. He
also explained at length the accepted stages for the clinical trial of a vaccine, showing that some of the final stages had effectively been skipped because the process
has been rushed, effectively leaving the
vaccines at the experimental stage. Consent was therefore framed within the context of a medical trial, making elements of
coercion even more serious.
Ms Anglin explored this theme further,
saying that there was presently no FDA
approval for the vaccine, and therefore
what is being undertaken really comes under the heading of a “clinical trial,” rather

than a bona fide established vaccination
programme. Ms. Anglin said that for true
consent to be achieved, all the promotional material should explain that it is still at
the trial stage, as well as informing people
of the mounting list of evidence showing
adverse and even lethal reactions to the
vaccine, which her research had shown
included 11,000 vaccine-related deaths
and 36 thousand vaccine-related hospitalizations. To date, she said, there were
a total of “491,217 ‘Vaccine Adverse Reports.’”
Coercion should never be used to get
people to take part in a medical trial, she
said, and employers mandating vaccination as a condition of employment constituted coercion, as did the Government
mandating work permit holders to have
the injection as a condition for work
permit renewal. In addition, she said, all
such Incentives such as lottery and prizes
should be classified as coercion.

Ms. Anglin likened some of the pressure being put on work permit holders
and other selected segments of the population such as the elderly to have the vaccinations to the medical experiments that
were done to thousands of people by the
Nazis during World War II: “Today what
we are seeing is not new…and appears to
be the replication of the Nazi approach to
the elderly, the disabled and those who
were ill through its T4 program,” she said.
M.s Anglin listed both the UN declaration
on human rights, as well as the European
Convention on human rights at length, to
show exactly how present practices in the
Cayman Islands were contravening these
rights.
After the presentations one question
concerned the use of human fetal tissue
in the development of the vaccines, and
the moral implications of taking a vaccine with DNA derived from human fetuses.

Local News

ESO Pays
Tribute to the
late Mr. Howell

The Economics and Statistics Office
(ESO) paid tribute to Census 2021 Influencer and the Cayman Islands’ oldest
citizen, Mr. Wellesley Howell Sr., who
passed away last week.
Census Director Mr. Adolphus Laidlow, Census Coordinator Ms Andrelene
Royal and Census Supervisor Nicole
Emmanuel Jones summarised ESO’s
respect and appreciation for the enthusiastic involvement of Mr. Howell,
106, in Census publicity and promotion.
Assisted by his colleagues, the Director laid a wreath in tribute Monday,

26 July 2021 at Mr. Howell’s billboard,
which is beside the CUC Roundabout at
the Crewe Road, Linford Pierson Highway junction.
Laying the wreath, Director Laidlow
commented, “It has been our great joy
to have obtained the services of Mr.
Howell in Census 2021 publicity. We
continue to value his involvement and
cherish his endorsement for Census
2021. And we are proud to continue to
honour him through our bill board.”
Mr. Laidlow added, “We tender our
heartfelt and deepest condolences to
his family. May his soul rest in peace.”
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X (L-R) Economics and Statistics Office Director Mr. Adolphus Laidlow, Census 2021 Coordinator Ms Andrelene and Census Supervisor Ms Nicole Emmanuel Jones, laid a wreath from ESO
in tribute to Census 2021 influencer Mr. Wellesley Howell Sr., who passed away last week. Mr.
Howell was the oldest citizen of the Cayman Islands at 106 years. ESO Director Mr. Adolphus
Laidlow, assisted by ESO staff Ms Andrelene Royal and Ms Nicole Emmanuel Jones, hangs a
wreath in condolence at the billboard of census influencer Mr. Wellesley Howell, who passed
away last week. (Photo by Bina Mani, GIS)

OUR ORGANISATION’S COMMENTS ON THE
RULES AND REGULATIONS INSTITUTED FOR
THE UPCOMING “CAYMAN GAY PRIDE” EVENT

Colours Caribbean would like to congratulate Cayman LGBTQ Foundation on
organising their first “Cayman Gay Pride”
parade scheduled for this Saturday at Seven Mile Beach and recognise the significance that this event holds for so many in
our LGBTQIA+ community.
Over the course of the last 24 hours or
so, we’ve received many concerns and
questions from members of our LGBTQIA+ community regarding the parade
rules and regulations that have been issued by the Cayman LGBTQ Foundation,
supposedly based upon rulings of the Cayman Islands Government on 21 July 2021.
Amongst those rules and regulations issued by Cayman LGBTQ Foundation, most
notably, is a prohibition on “public displays of affection.”
We have reviewed the “Prevention, Control And Suppression Of Covid-19 (Cayman Gay Pride Parade) Regulations, 2021”
and were only able to corroborate restrictions relating to social distancing with respect to participants and members of the
public. We also reached out to the Cayman
Islands Government for clarification in order to address the concerns and questions
that we have received. In response, it’s
been confirmed that such a prohibition set
forth in Paragraph 5 of the Cayman LGBTQ
Foundation’s rules and regulations are not
derived from any relevant regulations or a
Cabinet directive.
While we urge everyone to participate respectfully and with decency, restrictions on public displays of affection
among consenting adults of any gender
identity or sexual orientation is not something that our organisation can, or should,
ever endorse. “Pride” events such as this

one are rare and significant opportunities
to demonstrate that the LGBTQIA+ community are not ashamed of expressing
their identities or sexual orientation in
public by showing love for their partners
by holding hands and kissing in the parade; they participate in a spirit of pride
and respect for each other and the communities in which we all co-exist with one
another.
We also note that the organisers have
made clear that the RCIPS will enforce Rule
3 of the rules published by the organisers,
however, mysteriously, nothing is said
about the RCIPS enforcing the prohibition
of public display of affection. Hence, Colours Caribbean would like urgent clarification from Cayman LGBTQ Foundation on
the legal source used by them to conclude
that “public display of affection” is prohibited on Saturday amongst participants and
who will enforce such a prohibition.

Failing a legal source that can justify the
prohibition instituted by the organisers of
“public display of affections,” there are no
grounds for arrest or fines with regards

to behaviour that involves anyone being
physically affectionate with their partner,
regardless of sexual orientation, provided
that such actions aren’t explicitly sexual.
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COMMUNITY EVENTS
National Trust - Kids
Explorer Passport
Challenge

Ongoing until 13 August - Adventure awaits! Take part in the
Kids Explorer Passport Challenge
during 20th July-13th August.
Purchase an Explorer Passport for
$10 which includes a fun activities
map featuring a variety of local
sites across all three islands, and
interesting facts. Some places you
may visit include Mission House,
Blue Iguana Conservation, Brac
Parrot Reserve, Eldemire House,
Sister Islands Rock Iguana Nesting
Reserve and Booby Pond Nature
Reserve. Be a photojournalist for
the day! Children can submit photos of their favorite places they
visited by 13th August - (applicable sites). Email submissions to
marketing@nationaltrust.org.ky.
Winning submission will be posted on our website & social media,
plus receive a small prize. Winner
will be announced on NTCI social
media and emailed on 20th August.

Summer Reading
Challenge

Ongoing until 31 August – The
Cayman Islands Public Library
Service is holding its Summer
Reading Challenge entitled Phenomenal Places. Children from
ages 6 to 17 can compete for

Movies on the Lawn

3 August - Pedro St. James is hosting its Movies on the Lawn: Summer Movie Series with the show
starting at 7:15pm. This week’s
film is The Croods. Admission is
free. For more information, call
947 – 3329.

awards and prizes. To accept this
challenge, sign up at any library
branch. For more information,
visit cipl.gov.ky, email libraryprogrammes@gov.ky or call 949 –
5159.

National Gallery Lunchtime Tour:
Reimagined Future

Music at the Library

29 July - Cayman Arts Festival and
the Cayman Islands Public Library
Service proudly present monthly
one-hour concerts at the GT Public Library (historical building),
which includes classical music, in
addition to poetry and readings
from local poets and writers. This
latest event – beginning at 6pm
- will showcase cellist Dequan
Smith and poet Annikki Hill. For
more information and to purchase
or reserve tickets, please contact
enquiries@caymanartsfestival.
com or telephone 922-5550.

Teen Art Drop – In at the
National Gallery

31 July – Teenagers and young
adults are invited to drop-in to the
National Gallery’s Susan A. Olde
Art Studio from 12pm – 1pm on
the last Saturday of the month.
Engage with other like-minded
individuals, create collaborative
projects and enjoy a quiet, mindful
art space. Registration is not required. For more information, call
945 – 8111 or email education@
nationalgallery.org.ky

4 August - The National Gallery is
hosting Lunchtime Tour: Reimagined Future on 4 Aug from 12:30
to 1:30pm. Log on to nationalgallery.org.ky for more information.

X Teen Art Drop-In at the National Gallery

August Services of Holy
Communion - St. Alban’s
Church of England,
Shedden Road

at 925-2722 or Harold.sanford@
gov.ky

School Health Screenings
– Prospect Primary School

1 August - All are invited to Services of Holy Communion on the
first and third Sundays on August
1st and August 15th at 9:30am.
Morning prayers will continue on
alternate Sundays at 9:30am. All
are welcome.

2–4 August - School health
screenings for students at Prospect Primary School will be held
from Monday 2 August to Wednesday. For more information, call
945-1199.

2 August – The Sports Department of Cayman Brac Football
Summer Camp for children ages
4 to 17 years goes from 8:30am
– 12noon at the Cayman Brac
Sports Complex. Refreshments
will be provided. For more information, contact Mitchum Sanford

2–6 August - Immerse Summer
Camp will teach campers the importance of safeguarding biodiversity in Cayman. Week Two of
the camp runs from 2 – 6 August
and goes from 8:00am to 4:30pm
for campers ages 10 to 14. For
more information, email brianwatler@museum.ky

Sports Department of
Cayman Brac Summer
Camps: Football

National Museum –
Immerse Summer Camp

School Health Screenings
– Joanna Clarke Primary
School

5–9 August - School health screenings for students at the Joanna
Clarke Primary School will be held
on Thursday 5 August, Friday 6
August and Monday 9 August. For
more information, call 945-1199.

Cayman Chamber – Basic
Accounting made Easier

10 August - This half day course
is for anyone who needs to gain an
understanding of basic accounting as part of their job. For more
information about the topics to
be covered and pricing, call 949
– 8090 or visit https://www.caymanchamber.ky/events-training/

Send your community
events to wendy@
caymaniantimes.ky

This is why your diets don’t work

Have you noticed how people jump
onboard with a popular fad diet, lose 5,
10 or even 20 pounds…only to gain it all
back and then some? Why does this happen? It’s actually a simple concept, and
once you understand it you will be forever
saved from the tortures of yo-yo dieting.
Fad diets saddle you with unsustainable calorie restrictions and some even cut
out entire food groups just to produce that
short-lived drop in weight — a process
that is actually harmful to your long-term
metabolism. The fad diets also ignore one
major component to shaping up: exercise.
You see, most fad diets operate on one
age old premise: cut calories, cut calories,
cut calories. By restricting the type and
amount of food consumed the fad dieter
usually sees an immediate drop in weight.
If only it stopped there…
But it doesn’t stop there. Life continues,
and the fad dieter returns to their pre-diet
eating habits — with one major difference
in their body due to the sudden drop in
pounds. Their calorie requirements have
gotten smaller.
In practical terms this means that the dieter will begin gaining weight even though
they are eating their normal pre-diet portions. And since exercise hasn’t become a
part of their routine, the unneeded calories will result in pounds gained. So what’s
a dieter to do? Find a brand-new diet to
follow — right? Wrong.
There is a way to drop pounds and firm
your body, but you won’t read about it in

the next diet book or hear it on the news.
The solution to your fad dieting nightmare is a lifestyle change.
What is a lifestyle change? To change
your lifestyle means to replace unhealthy
habits with healthy ones, and to do so consistently. It isn’t something you do for a
week or two, only to revert back your old
ways — a lifestyle change redefines who
you are.
I know this is starting to sound like some
heavy stuff but hear me out. Changing your
lifestyle from one that is unhealthy to one
that is healthy will be the best thing that
you ever do for yourself. Trust me, I help
people like you make this change every
day with amazing results.
Fact: The shape of your body is the direct result of your current lifestyle.
So how do I change my lifestyle? That
is a great question, and the answer is actually easier than you might think.
Most people who are unhappy with
their bodies are really only holding on to
a few bad habits. Once these destructive
habits are identified and then replaced
with healthy habits their body naturally
transforms from one that they loathe to
one that they are proud of.
In other words, to get the body that you
want simply determine your unhealthy
habits and replace them with healthy
ones. Here are the most prevalent unhealthy habits:
• The habit of inactivity. Failing to
exercise on a consistent basis is one of

X Ernest Ebanks

the most destructive obstacles for your
health and figure. (The key word here
is consistent. If you aren’t exercising at
least 3-4 times each week then you own
this habit.)
• The habit of overeating. Consuming calories in excess of your daily caloric
needs is one of the main reasons that more
adults are overweight today than ever before.
• The habit of empty calories. Filling
your diet with foods that hold little to no

nutritional value is a great way to expand
your waist. (Hint: if a food item is made
up of mainly sugar and/or fat consider it
‘empty’ calories.)
You can lose weight and improve both
your appearance and your health.
You can look and feel great.
You can transform yourself into the person that you’ve always wanted to be.
Don’t let another day go by that leaves
you a slave to unhealthy habits. Take action now. Call or email me today and together we will recreate your lifestyle and
redefine your body.
By the way, I should mention another
deadly habit that destroys too many people’s dreams. The habit of procrastination.
How many times have you told yourself
that you will start eating healthy tomorrow? How many times have you promised
that you would call me to start your personal training program? Each day that you
succumb to the habit of procrastination
is a day that pulls you farther and farther
from your goals.
Break that nasty habit of procrastination
Call Ernest at Body Shapers Fitness
Studio 325-8696 or email me today bodyshaperscayman@gmail.com.
Did you know Detoxification can help
with weight lose. For more info. on Detoxing Call Ernest or WhatsApp me at
325-8696.
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Some US vaccinations recognised

CONTINUED FROM Page 1

The expanded list of systems and countries from which vaccination records can
be securely verified now includes:
• Issuers who use SMART Health Cards
and are a part of the CommonTrust Network. This includes North American issuers, such as:
* Walmart Pharmacy
* Sam's Club Pharmacy
* State of California
* State of Louisiana
* UC San Diego Health
* CVS Health
* UC Health
• Vaccination records from the European Union Member States and other countries that meet the EU Digital COVID Certificate standard.
Cayman’s ability to now recognise vaccinations from these providers has been
developed through a partnership by the
Ministry of Health & Wellness and Government’s Computer Services Department,
which developed technological solutions

enabling the scanning of QR codes to securely verify vaccination records. QR
codes are electronic data, similar to a barcode, which can be displayed on a smart
phone or by presenting a physical paper
copy. As these vaccinations can now be
recognised, they meet Cayman’s standards for secure verification, which means
people travelling from countries with vaccinations that meet these criteria can now
qualify for a reduced quarantine upon arrival into Cayman.
Health Minister Sabrina Turner said she
was proud of the implementation of this
new solution to securely verify international vaccination records.
“The Cayman Islands Government continues to put the health and safety of our
community first as we make the necessary
provisions to reopen our borders. I thank
the Civil Service and the HSA for their ongoing hard work to protect our people,”
she said.
Travellers are considered fully vaccinated if they have received a full course of
an approved vaccination at least 14 days

prior to their travel date. If the vaccination
records meet the criteria for being securely verifiable, the traveller is only required
to quarantine for five days (which equates
to six by the time the individual is actually
released), once all members of the quarantine group also have securely verifiable
vaccination records.

Government said the approved list
would grow as other vaccination issuers
developed ways to produce securely verifiable vaccination records.
For more information on securely verifiable vaccination records, visit: https://
www.exploregov.ky/faqs/covid-19-travel-reopening#faq-secure-verification

Caymanians Support Their Olympians
By Staff Writer

The Cayman Islands Olympic
Committee (CIOC) held a special
watch party at the Westin Grand
on the Seven Mile Beach in Grand
Cayman to mark the launch of
this year’s Olympics; held in Japan.
Scores of onlookers showed
up to enjoy the Opening Ceremony of the Tokyo 2020 Olympic
Games and show their support
for the Caymanian athletes who
will represent the Islands in the
games, as well as the contingent
accompanying them.
With 206 countries participating in the Parade of Nations
- following the Gojūon order of
Japanese strokes, based on the
names of countries in Japanese the Cayman Islands was listed as
the 63rd country to march; just
before Croatia.
The schedule for Cayman’s
athletes is as follows:
• Raegan Rutty competed in
the Artistic Gymnastics on Sunday, July 25th.

X Supporters abound for Cayman athletes at the summer
games

X Caymanians support their Olympians in the Tokyo 2021, Olympic
Games

• Jillian Crooks will swim the
100m freestyle on Wednesday,
July 28th.
• Brett Fraser swims the 50m
freestyle on Friday, July 30th.
• Kemar Hyman will kick off
the 100m sprint in his preliminary round on Saturday, July
31st.
• Shalysa Wray starts in the
preliminary round for the 400m
on Tuesday, August 3rd.
No stranger to the Olympic
stage, competitive swimmer and
2011 Pan American gold medalist Brett Fraser is gearing up for
his third Olympic performance at
Tokyo2020.
“Although qualifying more than
a year ago, Fraser has continued
to train meticulously despite the
global pandemic,” according to
CIOC officials, who noted that
Fraser has been preparing for the
OlympicGames since early 2019.
Having stepped away from
competitive swimming for more
than five years. Fraser qualified
for the Games at the 2020 Gene-

va International Challenge Meet
with a B standard Olympic time
of 22.54 seconds in the 50m free.
TeamCayman has already broken a handful of barriers for the
upcoming Olympic Games, including seeing Cayman’s first-ever Olympic Gymnast, Raegan
Rutty and Cayman’s youngest
Olympian, 15-year-old, Jillian
Crooks.
One of two swimmers on
the Cayman Islands Olympic
Team headed to Tokyo2020,
Crooks,has already represented Cayman internationally at 6
meets and holds more than 100
Cayman Islands Swimming Records: 16 CIASA and 20 National Girls Long Course (50m); 32
CIASA and 40 National Girls Long
Course (25m) records.
She, along with Olympic team
members, Shalysa Wray, (aethletics) and Raegan Rutty, (gymnastics), received an invitation
from the Olympic Games Tripartite Commission to compete at
her first Olympics.

X Caymanian come out to the Westin Grand for a special watch party of
the opening ceremony of the 2021 Tokyo Olympics

At only 19 years old, Rutty
has made history by becoming
the Cayman Islands’ first EVER
Olympic Gymnast.
Rutty has been working towards this Olympic goal since she
was 4 years old and in order to
obtain that goal, she trains more
than 1,00 miles away in Katy, Texas with Grace Gymnastics.
Though her performance will
not be seen live by spectators,
due to the Global Pandemic, CIOC
representatives said she is counting on the energy from her coach,
Eddie Umphrey to sustain her
during competition.
Kemar Hyman qualified for
the Summer Games in 2019 after
running the 100 metres in 10.02
seconds at the Johnny Loaring
Classic in Canada, whilst Shalysa
Wray will be representing the the
British Territory in the 400 meters.
With no spectators on hand,
every precaution has been taken by officials to pre-empt the
possible spread of COVID-19 and

make this summer’s games a success.
CIOC officials noted, “We have
ensured that only the necessary
personnel from the Cayman Islands will be travelling to attend
the Games. Before travelling, all
members of the Cayman delegation will receive multiple COVID-19 tests and will be subject to
strict protocols to ensure everyone is safe as possible.
“Unlike previous Games, the
athletes and officials will immediately have to return to the
village once their event is over
and then depart to their home
country. However, these rules are
in place to allow the athletes to
compete safely in their respected
events.”
They added that, “Our athletes
may not hear cheers from family, friends and fans in the stadiums, but through screens and
heartfelt support, their fantastic
performances will be enjoyed by
people on the Island and worldwide.”
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COVID FORCES POLICY CHANGES
AS COUNTRIES ADAPT

By Michael Jarvis, London UK

In a major policy reversal, the US Centers
for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC)
this week revised their previous guidance
on mask-wearing.
It's now recommending that even fully vaccinated people should wear a mask
indoors in public places in states rated as
having “substantial and high” transmission rates.
In May the CDC had relaxed the requirement for indoor mask-wearing by fully
vaccinated people.
The new guideline was expected to be
endorsed by President Joe Biden who described the CDC position as “another step
on our journey to defeating this virus”.
This was expected as Mr Biden was also
due to announce that all federal employees and contractors, should be vaccinated
or submit to regular testing and mitigation
requirements.
With the Delta variant spreading across
the country and vaccination rates slowing
- the current national rate is just 50 per
cent - mask-wearing and intensifying the
vaccination campaign are said to be priorities for the Biden administration.
He said he would “lay out the next steps
in our effort to get more Americans vaccinated” this Thursday.
Already, several states including New
York and California are pushing ahead
with vaccination requirements for government workers and mask-mandates in
public places.

White House chief medical adviser, Dr
Anthony Fauci has said that officials were
looking into revising the guidance on
mask-wearing for Americans who have
been vaccinated.
“When you talk to people who run hospitals, in New Orleans or other states,
90% of people in hospital with Delta variant have not been vaccinated,” he said in a
CNN interview. “That’s another signal the
vaccine works.”
With COVID-19 cases are on the rise
again across the United States driven by
the “hyper-contagious” Delta variant,
there is concern that further restrictions
and guidance on mask-wearing and other
measures could deter people from returning to work.
There is a concern that this was also
likely to throw the government’s plans to
kick-start the economy off-balance.
Some employers feel that the combined uptick in cases and the reversal of
the CDC’s previous guidance would make
it difficult to get their staff back to work
in the coming months especially heading
into the autumn and winter when cases
are expected to rise further.
Meanwhile, in England, it’s no longer a
legal requirement to wear face coverings
in indoor settings or on public transport.
However, many businesses including
the operators of the capital’s transport
network Transport for London(TfL) run
are advising customers in general to wear
a mask when on their promises and using
their services.

The UK government’s own advice also
states, “Lifting restrictions does not mean
the risks from COVID-19 have disappeared, but at this new phase of the pandemic response we are moving to an approach that enables personal risk-based
judgments.”
The government has started relaxing restrictions in England, based on a high vaccination rate, but an increase in infections
and deaths most of which are linked to the
now dominant Delta virus, is a concern
that’s being closely analysed.
The British government had previously
said its strategy to reopen the economy
and continuing to relax restrictions was
“irreversible”.
However, more a cautious tone has been
recently been adopted as government officials and health experts monitor the cur-

the economy and more recently the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic.
The state of the economy - and its related issues including jobs, education,
healthcare, social services, and crime along with the handling of the COVID-19
crisis, have been central election issues.
St Lucia is saddled with one of the highest national debts in the Eastern Caribbean and has been fighting to keep its tourism-dependent economy afloat especially
given the impact of the pandemic.
Outgoing prime minister Allen Chastanet was previously the tourism minister.
The country has been hit particularly
hard by COVID-19 with over 5,500 cases
and more than 90 deaths.
After a serious spike in infections earlier this year, St Lucia went into lockdown
but has since been one of the first to reopen its borders to vaccinated travellers.
Local vaccination rates are also comparatively low averaging around 25 per cent.
The government had been pushing for a
herd-immunity target of 70 per cent but
that has been hampered by 'vaccine-hesitancy' by some in the population.
The new St Lucia Prime Minister Pierre,
an economist, has pledged that his administration will be “a government of inclu-

sion, a government that will listen to people, a government of tolerance”.
“We are hoping to take this country all
the way from the division and conflict
it is in now...There is a bitter taste in the
mouths of the people of the country, so we
have to sort that out,” he said in interviews
after he returned the SLP to power.
Voter turnout in Monday’s election
was 53.45 per cent also reflecting recent
trends in St Lucia where polls are constitutionally due every five years.
This year’s poll continues a recent pattern of massive swings of the pendulum in
St Lucia’s elections especially between the
SLP and the UWP, the countries two dominant political forces.
This seesaw pattern has been the trend
especially since the dominance of the conservative-oriented UWP under the late
prime minister Sir John Compton, St Lucia’s first prime minister, started waning
in the 1990s.
The SLP is considered to be of a more
socialist ideology.
This year’s 13-4 victory margin of the
SLP follows 2016’s 11-6 win by the UWP
which was the same margin that the UWP
had won the 2011 polls and the SLP in
2006. In the 2001 elections, another sig-

rent pattern of infections, with the majority
of new cases among unvaccinated people.
It made another adjustment this week
to its reopening strategy, announcing that
people who have been fully vaccinated in
the EU or US will not need to isolate when
coming to England from an amber list
country.
As well as reopening to the EU and the
US, international cruises will also be allowed to restart from England.
The change, which comes into effect
from Monday, August 1st however excludes France where COVID-19 cases have
been increasing, linked to a new Beta virus
of the disease.
At the same time, France and several
other EU countries also have an effective
ban on travellers from the United Kingdom, as does the US.

THE POLITICAL PENDULUM
SWINGS AGAIN IN ST LUCIA

By Michael Jarvis, London UK
Another massive swing of the political
pendulum in St Lucia has swept the opposition St Lucia Labour Party (SLP) back
into office following a pattern of election
outcomes since 1997.
The SLP led by new Prime Minister Philip J Pierre has swept the United Workers
Party(UWP) of Allen Chastenet out of office capturing 13 of the 17 seats. In 2016
the UWP won 11 seats to six for the SLP.
In Monday’s election, the UWP could
only hold on to two of the four seats which
will now form the opposition - including
that of former prime minister Chastenet with the other two going to independent
candidates.
One of the independents is a former
prime minister, Stephenson King, who had
quit the UWP over political differences
with the Chastenet administration.
Another former prime minister who
held on to his seat was the ex-SLP leader
Dr Kenny Anthony.
The resounding victory gives the new
SLP administration a clear mandate to
overhaul the policies of the UWP which
had been faced with allegations of corruption and criticisms over its management of

X Saint Lucia's Prime Minister Philip J Pierre

nificant majority was secured by the SLP
when it won 14 of the 17 seats.
In the 1997 elections, the SLP, under
then new leader Kenny Anthony, swept
into office with a landslide 16 seat victory over the long-ruling, conservative UWP,
which had been in power for all but a
brief three-year period (1979-1982) since
1964.
Back then the UWP only retained one
of the 11 seats it had held in the previous
parliament.
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DEATH ANNOUNCEMENTS
Churchill’s

Funeral Home

We have been asked to announce the passing of
Ms. Annie G. Bodden,
who passed away on Wednesday, July 28, 2021.
Details of a Thanksgiving Service will be
announced at a later date.

Condolences can be registered at churchillsfuneralhome.com

Funeral Home
We have been asked to announce the
passing of
Mr. Wayne Eron McLean,
who passed away on Monday, July 9,
2021.
Details of a Thanksgiving Service of
Thanksgiving will be announced at a
later date.
Condolences can be registered at churchillsfuneralhome.com

Funeral Home
We have been asked to announce the passing of
Ms. Imogene Ercella Byrd,
who passed away on Friday, July 16, 2021.
Details of a Thanksgiving Service will be
announced at a later date.

Condolences can be registered at churchillsfuneralhome.com

Churchill’s

Condolences can be registered at churchillsfuneralhome.com

We have been asked to
announce the passing of

Ms. Emily Ivylee Smith,
better known as Ivylee
on Tuesday, July 20, 2021.

A Thanksgiving Service
will be held at the
Craddock Ebanks Civic Center,
923 North Side Road,
on Saturday, July 31, 2021
at 3:00 p.m.
Interment will follow at
Old Man Bay Cemetery
Condolences can be registered at boddenfuneralservice.com &
Bodden Funeral Service Facebook page

The family of the late
Cadian Andhal Ebanks Snr.
regret to announce his passing
on Monday, 19th July 2021.
A funeral service will be held on
Sunday, 1st August 2021, 2:00 p.m.
at West Bay Seventh-day Adventist
Church, #279 West Church Street,
West Bay.
Viewing will be held from
1:00 p.m. prior to the service.
Mr. Ebanks will be cremated
following the service.

Funeral Home

We have been asked to announce the passing of
Mrs. Loma Sybil Ryan nee Green,
who passed away on Friday, July 16, 2021.
A Thanksgiving Service will be held at
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints,
Shamrock Road, Grand Cayman on
Saturday, July 31, 2021 at 4:00 p.m.
Viewing: 3:00 – 4:00 p.m.
Interment at: Prospect Cemetery
In lieu of flowers, donations can be made to
Cayman Islands Seafarers Association.

Funeral Home
We have been asked to announce the passing of
Ms. Antoinette “Pinky” Scott,
who passed away on Thursday, July 22, 2021.
A Thanksgiving Service will take place at the
First Assembly of God Church,
195 Old Crewe Road, George Town,
Grand Cayman, Cayman Islands on
Saturday, August 7th, 2021 at 2:00 p.m.
Viewing: Closed Casket
Interment at: Prospect Cemetery
Condolences can be registered at churchillsfuneralhome.com

Churchill’s

Funeral Home

We have been asked to announce the passing of
Ms. Dorothy L. Williams,
who passed away on Tuesday, July 27,
Details of a Thanksgiving Service will be
announced at a later date.

Condolences can be registered at churchillsfuneralhome.com

Funeral Home
We have been asked to announce the passing of
Mr. Morris Anthony Sherman,
2021.
who passed away on Tuesday, July 20, 2021
Details of a Thanksgiving Service will be
announced at a later date.

Condolences can be registered at boddenfuneralservice.com &
Bodden Funeral Service Facebook page

Condolences can be registered at churchillsfuneralhome.com
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A CALL TO
TURN TO GOD

In a free and democratic
society, we are all privileged
to hold individual worldviews. In this context, the
Cayman Ministers’ Association wishes to call attention
to the biblical worldview
with respect to public morality and the celebration of
what Holy Scripture declares
to be sin.
In our National Anthem
we sing, “God save our gracious queen”. In our national
song, “O land of soft fresh breezes, of verdant trees so fair,
with the Creator’s glory reflected everywhere…”.
On our Coat of Arms, we have the words of Psalm 24,
“He hath founded it upon the seas”.
It is evident in the above quotations, and as reflected in
the preamble of the Cayman Islands Constitution, that ours
is a nation that acknowledges the supremacy of God and
our dependance upon Him. But are we like the nation that
Isaiah spoke about when he said “The Lord says, ‘These
people come near to me with their mouth and honor me
with their lips, but their hearts are far from me’” (Is. 29:13)?
Let us be clear, this God is a personal, intelligent God,
who is actively involved in human affairs. He did not just
leave His creation to manage itself, but He upholds it by
the Word of His Power (Heb. 1:3). “For in Him we live and
move and have our being” (Acts 17:29).
God has given us His word to direct us – how we should
conduct ourselves in every area of life, individually and
nationally.
“Blessed is the man who does not walk in the counsel of
the wicked, or stand in the way of sinners or sit in the seat
of mockers, but His delight is in the law of the Lord” (Ps.1).
“Righteousness exalts a nation, but sin is a disgrace to
any people” (Prov. 14:20).
Let us note, also, that there is a day of accountability
coming. “It is appointed unto man once to die and after
death, the judgement” (Heb. 9:27). “The dead were judged
according to what they had done as recorded in the books”
(Rev. 20:12).
Remember that “God is not willing that any should perish but everyone to come to repentance” (II Pet. 3:9).
Let us remember that “All have sinned and fall short of
the glory of God” (Rom. 3:23).
May we further remember that “God did not send His
Son into the world to condemn the world, but to save the
world through Him” (John 3:17).
As human beings, we have to choose whether or not we
will follow the way of God through His Son Jesus Christ.
Remember what Jesus said, “But unless you repent, you
will all perish” (Luke 13:3).
In our culture today, many expect to live as they please
and that all will be well with them when they pass from
this life into eternity. Listen to the words of the Apostle
Paul, “Do you not know that the wicked will not inherit
the kingdom of God? Do not be deceived. Neither the sexually immoral, nor idolators, nor adulterers, nor male
prostitutes, nor homosexual offenders nor thieves, nor
the greedy, nor drunkards, nor slanderers will inherit the
kingdom of God” (I Cor. 6:9&10).
Many in the early church came out of the above lifestyle
when they repented and were converted. Paul wrote, “And
that is what some of you were. But you were washed, you
were sanctified, you were justified in the name of the Lord
Jesus Christ and by the Spirit of our God” (I Cor. 6:11).
God gave us our free wills. We can freely choose the way
we want to live; but our choices have consequences, both
for ourselves and for our society. Popular opinion does not
change the Word of God, which He has given to mankind to
direct them how to live.
God sets before us life and death, blessing and cursing,
but He tells us to choose life (Deut. 30:19). In the time of
the Apostle Paul, rebellion against God was great – even
as it is in our time. Here is what St. Paul wrote in Romans
Chapter 1:
SEE A CALL TO TURN TO GOD, Page 17
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Olympic Update

O LY M P I C S U P D A T E

Crooks is second and
breaks own record

Pocket Rocket is fired
up for gold

Jillian Crooks is making
history as Cayman’s youngest ever Olympian and the
15-year-old made her homeland even prouder by placing
second in her heat, setting a
personal best time of 57.32
seconds in the 100m freestyle
in Tokyo, setting a new national record in the process.
X Crooks is second and breaks own record
It was a stunning performance for the young swimmer which also improved her Cayman the experience as she improves in the
Islands Amateur Swimming Association future.
record swimming against seven others,
According to her Facebook page Crooks
many of whom were much older. Crooks said that competing “was such an amazfinished second in Heat 2 but it was not ing experience that she cried happy tears
fast enough to advance to the semi-fi- upon exiting the pool”. Brett Fraser, who
nals. However, after such a great perfor- is the next Cayman Olympian to perform mance she is delighted and can build on on Friday - cheered her on from poolside.

Shelly-Ann “Pocket Rocket”
Fraser-Pryce is juggling being
the fastest woman alive with
motherhood as she bids for a
third 100m Olympics gold - 13
years after her first triumph.
The 34-year-old Jamaica,
who stands just 1.52 metres (5
feet) tall, is set for a mouth-watering clash in Tokyo with compatriot Elaine Thompson-Herah and Britain’s 200m world
X Shelly-Ann Fraser-Pryce wants her third 100m
champion Dina Asher-Smith.
Olympic gold
Barring poor form and bad
luck, all three will be lined
up in the women’s 100m final on Satur- in her hat-trick bid at Rio in 2016, taking
day. Bermuda’s Shaunae Miller-Uibo and bronze.
American Gabby Thomas could also be in
She subsequently took time out to
the mix.
have a baby but returned in style to win a
US sprint star Sha’Carri Richardson fourth 100m world title in 2019, also takwas ruled out of the 100m in Japan after ing gold in the 4x100m relay, which was
testing positive for marijuana at the US her ninth world championships gold.
Olympic trials.
She arrived in Tokyo in fine fettle after
Fraser-Pryce won the first of her two running a personal best of 10.63 seconds
Olympic 100m titles in Beijing in 2008, in “super spikes” in June to become the
becoming the first Jamaican to win the second-fastest woman of all time behind
event after previous generations of late US sprinter Florence Griffith Joyner,
sprinters including Merlene Ottey and Ju- who timed 10.49sec.
liet Cuthbert came up short.
Tokyo will be Fraser-Pryce’s first OlymShe won her first world championships pics as a mother - she gave birth to her
title in 2009 before her career was dis- son Zyon in 2017 - and says it has helped
rupted by a six-month ban the following her put her life in perspective.
year after she tested positive for banned
“It doesn’t matter what happens on the
substance oxycodone, which she said was field, my biggest accomplishment will alas a result of medication for toothache.
ways be my son and being able to come
Fraser-Pryce retained her 100m Olym- back to competition after having my son
pic crown in London in 2012 but failed is also a big accomplishment,” she said.

Bolt’s successor could
be anyone!

When Usain Bolt hung up
his spikes four years ago, he
left a huge void. For the first
time since 2004, the Olympic
gold medal winner in the men’s
100m sprint will not be Bolt.
Jamaica’s sprint king is now
enjoying retirement and there
are an array of sprinters sizing up the title in Tokyo in the
100m final on Sunday.
The favourite heading into
X Trayvon Bromell has overcome numerous injuries
this summer, Canada’s Andre
de Grasse, 26, claimed Olympic
bronze in Rio, behind Bolt and runner-up
He has a close relationship with Bolt
Justin Gatlin five years ago. That year, he and the legendary Jamaican has said he
also won bronze in the 4x100m relay and sees himself in De Grasse.
took silver in the 200m, becoming CanWith Bolt out the way, and Gatlin now
ada’s first athlete to take medals in all 39, it looks as if De Grasse can succeed
three sprint events.
as champ. His status his slipped somewhat in recent months, however, as several other contenders have eclipsed him
in 2021. Sadly, no Jamaicans are touted
of even getting into the final, much less
winning it, although Yohan Blake has
been in cracking form leading up to the
Games.
Potential medallists include South African Akani Simbine and the Americans
Trayvon Bromell, Fred Kerley and Ronnie
Baker.
Bromell has always been earmarked as
a potential 100m gold medal winner but
if he fulfils that potential in Tokyo, it will
cap an incredible story.
Bromell has had a tough five years since
the last Olympics. He injured his Achilles
in the 4x100m in Rio and has since needed two surgeries to repair the damage.
He went nearly two years without competing and then, in his comeback in 2019,
he hurt his thigh at about the 70m mark.
His coach Mike Ford has since admitted
to NBC that he feared Bromell might quit
racing altogether.
So when Bromell stormed to a win in
X Andre de Grasse hopes to be 100m
9.80 in the US in June, it was no wonder
champ in Tokyo
he described it as a “marvellous feeing”.

Biles overcoming
mental issues

Four-time Olympic gold
medallist Simone Biles had
mental health issues before
pulling out of the women’s
gymnastics team final on
Tuesday.
The American left the arena
after the vault, but later returned to support her teammates as they claimed silver
behind the Russian Olympic
Committee. She was expected
to compete in the individual
disciplines from Thursday.
Biles, 24, scored 13.766
- her lowest Olympic vault
X Simone Biles was mentally fragile earlier this week
score - before withdrawing
from the event.
“After the performance I did, I just finishes in Tokyo to become the most
didn’t want to go on,” she said. “I have to decorated gymnast - male or female - in
focus on my mental health. I just think history.
mental health is more prevalent in sports
Meanwhile, of Cayman’s contingent in
right now.
Tokyo, Raegan Rutty, 19, was brilliant
“We have to protect our minds and our in gymnastics, swimmer Jillian Crooks,
bodies and not just go out and do what 15, competed in the women’s 50 methe world wants us to do.”
tres freestyle on Wednesday and Brett
Biles is the most successful US gymnast Fraser is in the men’s 50m freestyle on
of all time, and winner of four gold med- Friday. Sprinter Kemar Hyman is in the
als and a bronze at Rio 2016.
men’s 100m heats on Saturday and ShaThe 30-time Olympic and World Cham- lysa Wray runs in the women’s 400m on
pionship medallist needs four podium Tuesday.

Regional / Inspirational
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CARIBBEAN BRIEFS

Hundreds of Cuban
protestors missing
Cubans who took to the streets in protest after decades of frustration with the
communist government, are feared to be
imprisoned or have secretly been killed
by security forces.
Three weeks after the largest anti-government demonstrations in Cuba, activist groups say more than 500 protestors
are still missing.
Thousands of people across the island
marched through the streets in several
towns and cities on 11 July, calling for democracy and sweeping economic reform
in the country amid major food and medicine shortages.
Scores of people were arrested by
plain clothes police officers and many
families say they still haven't heard from
their loved ones or been informed of
their whereabouts.
The lawyers' group Cubalex says hundreds of people, many of them teenagers,

X Cubans protestors are now in fear of
persecution

have been detained. Scores of Cubans in
exile living in Miami say their relatives
have not been seen by friends or family
on the island since they attended a protest in Guantanamo.
They believe they were arrested shortly afterwards and are now being held at
a state security prison although they do
not know exactly where.

Jamaica tightens
curfew virus rules

Jamaica Prime Minister Andrew Holness his enforcing a new curfew and other Covid containment measures as the
government races to slow the third wave
of the virus.
Holness said on Monday the government has to act now ahead of the expected Aug. 11 review of the measures. However, he warned that tighter ones will be
imposed from next month.
"This is a preliminary step in averting a massive spike that could happen,"
said Holness. Those measures could, for
example, impact travel. Curfews from
Monday to Saturday are 8pm-5am, Sundays and Public Holidays it’s 3pm-5am.

X Jamaican police on curfew watch

Places of worship, gyms, dining establishments have reduced capacity limits
from 70 percent to 50 percent and for
small events capacity is reduced from 60
percent to 50 percent. Beaches and river
opening hours are reduced too.

Former Montserrat
chief jailed

Montserrat’s former chief minister
David Brandt has been imprisoned for
15 years after being found guilty on six
counts of sexual exploitation on teenage
girls and one count of perverting the
course of justice.
But Brandt immediately indicated
that he intends appealing the sentence,
insisting that he had no physical contact
with the young girls who were aged between 13 and 15 when the crimes were
alleged to have taken place.
“I am not broken. I will not be broken. Do I look like a man broken?” said
Brandt, who defended himself during
the trial. Brandt, 78, who served as chief
minister here from 1997 to 2001, insisted he is confident of winning his appeal
and having the verdict reversed.
In sentencing Brandt to prison, Justice
Stanley John said that because the charges were so “aggravated” and that Brandt

The SLP led by new
Prime Minister
The St Lucia Labour Party (SLP) won
the general election on Monday as voters
showed their frustration and rejected the
Allen Chastanet administration after only
one five-year term in office.
In addition, political history was created in the Caribbean as two independent candidates entered the 17-member
Parliament; one of them was the former
prime minister Stephenson King, who quit
the ruling United Workers Party (UWP) to
contest the Castries North constituency,
which he has been representing for nearly
three decades.
SLP leader Philip Pierre, said on Choice
TV that he was “elated”, thanking his supporters in Castries East who ensured that
he won the seat for the sixth consecutive
time.
“Here we are, we have won the government and I intend to be a government for
the entire country,” Pierre, a politician
since 1985, said. “A government of inclu-

had used his position, most notably as
a senior lawyer, a wealthy person and a
former chief minister, he was adding 18
months to the sentences that had been
imposed on the sexual charges.
The judge took into consideration
Brandt’s age, his various illnesses, being
immobile and having other medical challenges as well as the 12 months he had
been in prison awaiting trial.

sion, a government that will listen to people, a government of tolerance and we are
hoping to take this country all the way
from the division and conflict it is in now.”
The SLP, which was trounced 11-6 by
Chastanet’s UWP in the 2016 general election, won 12 seats, with Chastanet being
among the three successful UWP candidates.
Pierre told viewers that the priority of
his administration will be health, education and “particularly the young people”.

Dominica’s new
passports

Dominica has launched its electronic
passport (e-passport) that it says will significantly reduce identity theft and will be
an integral component of its border management systems.
National Security Minister Rayburn
Blackmoore said that Dominicans have
until July 2023 to acquire the new passport so that passport holders who have
recently renewed their travel document
have plenty of time to get the electronic
version.
Tourism Minister Denise Charles said
Dominica has joined other countries
worldwide that have “taken the bold step”
in providing the new travel document.
“E-passports will add a new layer of security to traditional non-electronic passports by embedding an electronic chip in
the passport booklet that stores biograph-

A CALL TO TURN
TO GOD
CONTINUED FROM Page 15

X David Brandt is appealing his sentence

X Philip Pierre is Prime Minister of St Lucia
at last

“The wrath of God is being revealed
from heaven against all the godlessness
and wickedness of men who suppress
the truth by their wickedness. Because
of their wickedness, God gave them over
to shameful lusts; even their women exchanged natural relations for unnatural
ones. In the same way the men also abandoned natural relations with women and
were inflamed with lust for one another”
(Rom. 1:18-27).
Let us remember that God cannot be
mocked. A man reaps what He sows (Gal.
6:7).
We cannot as individuals and as a community expect to disobey God’s laws with
impunity. Changing societal norms does

X Dominica’s new e-passports makes
identity theft harder

ical information such as facial features as
well as a digital security feature,” she said.
“Therefore, our electronic passports
should make the immigration checkpoint
process must faster and would allow immigration officers to quickly authenticate of travels, first providing protection
against identity theft and fraud.”
not remove our individual obligation to do
what is right.
“…But the cowardly, the unbelieving, the
vile, the murderers, the sexually immoral,
those who practice magic arts, the idolators and all liars – their place will be in the
fiery lake of burning sulfur. This is the second death” (Rev. 21:8).
“Seek the Lord while He may be found,
call on Him while He is near. Let the wicked forsake his way and the evil man his
thoughts and let him turn to the Lord, and
He will have mercy on him, and to our God,
for He will freely pardon” (Is. 55:6&7).
The Apostle Paul told the people of Athens
many years ago, “In the past, God overlooked
your ignorance, but now He commands all
people everywhere to repent” (Acts 17:31).
We will do well to heed this warning.
Submitted by:
Torrance Bobb
Chairman, Cayman Ministers’ Association
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Word Search
Basil
Bay
Borage
Caraway
Cayenne
Chervil
Chili
Chives
Cinnamon
Cloves
Coriander
Cumin
Dill
Fennel
Fenugreek
Garlic
Ginger
Hyssop
Lovage

Mace
Mint
Mustard
Nutmeg
Oregano
Paprika
Parsley
Pepper
Rosemary
Sage
Sesame
Sorrel
Tarragon
Thyme

Find the listed words in the diagram.
They run in all directions – forward,
back, up, down and diagonally.

Have fun with

CURTIS

By Ray Billingsley

Caymanian
Times
THE AMAZING SPIDER MAN

By Stan Lee

JUDGE PARKER

By Woody Wilson & Mike Manley
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KOZAILY DESIGNS LTD.

Invites Cayman Nationals & Status Holders to fill in the job post for..
ONE (1) ARCHITECTURAL AUTO CAD TECHNICIAN
Qualifications:
• With Bachelor’s Degree in Architecture
• Must have in depth knowledge in computer aided design software such as but
not limited to AutoCAD, Revit, 3D Max, Photoshop, etc.
• With at least 5 years of relevant work experience
Job Description:
• Determine client’s objectives and requirements; Meet with other professionals
and clients at an early stage to agree on the project brief.
• Understand how the design aspects of a construction project influence and relate
to performance and functional issues so that practical questions can be addressed.
• Sketch preliminary design plans
• Specify materials and furnishings, such as lighting, wall finishes, flooring,
plumbing fixtures, etc.
• Evaluate and advise on environmental, legal and regulatory issues contributing
to planning applications and other regulatory application procedures;
• Assess what surveys (e.g. land surveys) are required before work can commence
and ensuring such surveys are undertaken and their results fed into the project.
• Develop project briefs and working on these as the project progresses;
• Prepare final plans, using computer applications such as CAD, sketchup, revit
and make presentation for the client
• Advise clients on procuring the best and most appropriate contracts for the work
they are undertaking;
• Place orders for materials and oversee installation of the design elements
• Liaise with appropriate authorities (planning enquiries, building inspectors)
when producing documentation for statutory approval;
• Producing, analyzing, and advising on detailed specifications for suitable
materials or processing to be used;
• Carry-out design-stage risk assessments;
• Administering contracts and projects certifications;
• Create and communicate change orders when necessary
• Oversee and supervise the project
• Visit after the project to ensure that the client is satisfied
• Perform other related tasks.
Remuneration and benefits:
Salary is commensurate with experience and qualification CI$4,500-6,000/
month with health insurance and pension in accordance with the Cayman Islands
Government.
Interested applicants may submit their resume to
accounts.kozaily@candw.ky.

We are currently accepting applications from responsible and dependable individuals
to join our team in the capacity of:

CASHIER/FLOOR SALES CLERK

Duties and Responsibilities:
• Cashiering – handles all cash, Credit/Debit Card, charge sales, etc.
• Floor Sales – assists walk-in and telephone customers
• To display, arrange and stock shelves
• To label shelves
• To perform general shop duties
• Required to work Monday to Saturday as schedule demands including evenings and holidays.
• Must possess good customer/interpersonal relationship skills, have an outgoing personality, as well as
good verbal communication skills in English.
• Must possess and maintain a clean Police Record
• Possess excellent verbal and written communication skills in English

Qualifications and Experience:
• Experience in cashier work would be an asset and is preferred but will be given on-the-job training.
• Must have High School pass in Mathematics.
• Must be honest, trustworthy, reliable and accurate as well as healthy. KOZAILY DESIGNS LTD.
• Must be able to work on own initiative with minimal supervision.Invites Cayman Nationals & Status Holders to fill in the job post for..
• Some computer experience would be an asset and is preferred.
ONE (1) BOOKKEEPER/ACCOUNTANT
Qualifications:
• Must be able to stand for long period of time.
• Must have a professional license or certificate issued by any recognized
professional body (CA, ACCA, CPA).

Salary Range $6.00 – CI$8.00 per hour depending on qualifi
cations
and
experience.
• Minimum
8 years
post-qualification
work experience.
• Exceptional working knowledge of QuickBooks Premier.
• Well versed in financial statements’ preparation and analysis.
• With the ability to develop strategies and plans for short, mid, & long term
financial goals of the organization.
• Keen in details and well-rounded in internal control policy and execution
• Excellent organizational, oral and written communication skills.
Job Description:
• Budget management and cash flow monitoring.
• Financial statements’ preparation and analyses – these include but not limited
to the analysis of all real and nominal accounts as well as performing variance &
financial ratio analysis.
• Recording of daily financial transactions in accounting software: Quickbooks
• Perform reconciliation of cash in bank, payables, receivables and other balance
sheet accounts.
• Liaise with Project Manager in the review and analysis of project costs, payment
applications & contracts.
• Accounts receivable management – from billing to collection to report generation
to analysis of aging of receivables, to recommendation on the provision for bad
debts.
• Accounts payable management – from processing of suppliers’ invoices to
payment to budget allocation.
• Review existing company internal control policies and procedures and prepare
revisions/suggestions for management approval
Remuneration and benefits:
CI$3,000-4,000/month
withGeorge
health insurance
345.946.7539 | E: info@ailgroup.com | 17 Lancaster
Crescent,
Town and pension in accordance with the
Cayman Islands Government.
P O Box 10747, Grand Cayman KY1-1007,
CAYMAN ISLANDS
Interested applicants may submit their resume to
accounts.kozaily@candw.ky.

Applications from Caymanians, persons with Caymanian Status or Ordinarily Legal Residents should
be sent to:
Human Resources Manager
ASSOCIATED INDUSTRIES, LTD.
P.O. Box 10747, Grand Cayman KY1-1007
Or
Email: jobs@ailgroup.com
Application deadline – AUGUST 2, 2021

***ALL APPLICATIONS MUST BE SUBMITTED WITH A
POLICE RECORD FOR CONSIDERATION***

T:

Friday 29 September, 2017
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Health City Cayman Islands

Invites application for the following positions

Administrative Assistant- Accounts
Graduate/Post Graduate/I.C.W.A./C.A Finance with 3 years’ of experience in
relevant field. Experience in the healthcare industry would be advantageous.
Post holder will be responsible for:
•

Cash collections and deposits and reconciliation of same.

•

Statutory payments and audits.

•

Payables and receivables.

Assistant Chef

Janitor

Must have knowledge in preparing, examining and analyzing accounting
On
behalf of our client C&M Group of Comparecords, financial statements, and other financial reports to assess
nies T/A Breadfruit Garden Cafe invites appliaccuracy.
cants for a suitable and qualified candidate for the
Salary range: US$30,000 to 42,000 per annum based upon experience
above position.

On behalf of our client Fresh Start Cleaning
Service invites applicants for a suitable and qualified candidate for the above position.

•

Requirements:
Bachelors of Commerce with minimum 5-8 years’ finance and Debt Collections
With minimum of over 15 years of experience as
experience in any Industry but preferably in healthcare industry.
an Assistant Chef. Knowledge in Kitchen opera•
Must have sound knowledge of medical terminologies used in a hospital
tions. Exceptional time management and organisetting including but not limited to CPT/ICD codes.
zational
skills. Must have clean police record.
•
Receive payments and post amounts paid to customer accounts.
Assistant Manager – Finance & Accounts (Claims & Debt Collections)

Salary - CI$ 12.00/per hour
Plus, statutory benefits

•

Make Debtors ageing report on a biweekly basis and present the same to

•

Locate and notify customers of delinquent accounts by email, telephone,

•
•
•
•

Management.

Caymanians, status holder and legal residents
to submit applications to: C&M Group of
Sort and
file correspondence,
and perform miscellaneous
duties such as
Companies
T/A Breadfruit
Garden Cafe
answering correspondence
writing KY1-1010
reports.
P.O. Boxand
11926;
Advise customers of necessary actions for debt repayment.

Salary - CI$ 350.00/per week
Plus, statutory benefits
Submit resume to: Fresh Start Cleaning Service
P.O. Box 11926; KY1-1010

Arrange for debt repayment or establish repayment schedules, based on
customers' financial situations.

Negotiate credit extensions when necessary.

Resident Medical
GEM-CO is looking
for Officer
an able plumber.
Salary range: 3,200.00 – 4,000.00 – QualifiExtensive experience in the practice of Pediatric with additional
cations
& Experience will net highest salary.
experience in care of Acute Pediatric inpatients (desirable).

MBBS with MD/Fellowship in Pediatric with 5-7 years of experience.
•

Requirements:
Minimum of over 6 years experience in cleaning
and janitorial work. Must have clean police record, ability to manage time efficiently.

or personal visits in order to recover payment.

Salary Range: USD 30,000.00 to USD 40,000.00 per Annum.

•

We are looking for Caymanians, status holder
and legal residents to submit applications to fill
the position of Janitor.

Should be aware of JCI policies and procedures and would have worked in

Requirements:
5 yrs. Experience, irrigation
high volume Cardiac and/or Orthopedics tertiary care Hospitals.
skills; ability to read blueprint, proven abilhours
engagement.
ityofto
cut & measure relevant fixtures, etc,
be able to work unsupervised; good team
Only shortlisted candidates are guaranteed a response.
player; Clean police record
Suitably experienced Caymanians, Status holders, Residents with Employment
Salary range: Salary will be on Percentage basis prorated according to

Avail Ltd is looking for the following
Aquatic Exercise Instructor, Therapist
and Wellbeing Coach.
•
•
•
•

Rights only need to apply.

E-mail resume to:
rudophbrandt@hotmail.com.

Please send resume to careers@healthcity.ky, P.O. Box-10590, KY1-1005,
Cayman Islands.

Deadline to submit application is 12-Oct-2017.

Advertise
here!
Contact a staff member
to find out how you can
advertise in this spot!

•
•
•
•

Minimum 2 years A.E.A. certification.
Knowledge of Kinesiology
A.T.R.I accredited.
Minimum 2-year certification in Wellness Coaching by a recognised
coaching body.
CPR/AED certified
Self-motivated go getter
An excellent communicator, articulate
and confident
Salary is commission based with
health insurance and pension benefits

We are currently accepting applications from responsible and dependable individuals to join our team in the
capacity of:

EVENTS MANAGER
Duties, Responsibilities and Requirements:
• Event design, planning and execution while managing all elements within time limits and budgets
• Produce detailed proposals for events (including timelines, venues, suppliers, legal obligations, staffing and
budgets)
• Liaise with clients to identify their needs and to ensure customer satisfaction
• Organize and manage all event details such as decor, catering, entertainment, transportation, location,
invitee list, special guests, equipment, promotional material, etc.
• Conduct market research, gather information and negotiate contracts with vendors
• Liaise with the Marketing Department to publicize and promote the event when necessary
• Ensure compliance with insurance, legal, health and safety obligations
• Specify staff requirements and coordinate their activities
• Proactively handle any arising issues and troubleshoot any emerging problems on the event day
• Propose ideas to improve provided services and event quality
• Conduct pre and post event evaluations and report on outcomes
• Handle budgeting and invoicing
• Negotiate sponsorship deals
• Have excellent communication skills in order to interpret and negotiate briefs with clients
• Have good presentation skills and the confidence to explain and sell ideas to clients and colleagues
• Have accuracy and attention to detail
Qualifications, Experience and Competencies
• Bachelor’s degree in Event Management or related field, OR 5 year’s event planning experience
• Proven experience as an event manager or organizer
• Exceptional creativity and innovation
• Excellent time management, communication and organizational skills
• Ability to manage multiple projects independently
• Accuracy and attention to detail
• An understanding of the latest trends and their role within a commercial environment
• Professional approach to time, costs and deadlines.
• MS Office proficiency.
Salary Range: CI$40 – 60K Per Annum
Applications should be sent to:
ASSOCIATED INDUSTRIES LTD.
17 Lancaster Crescent, Off Sparky Drive
OR
Email: jobs@ailgroup.com
Application deadline – AUGUST 9, 2021
***ALL APPLICATIONS MUST BE SUBMITTED WITH A
POLICE RECORD FOR CONSIDERATION***

T: 345.946.7539 | E: info@ailgroup.com | 17 Lancaster Crescent, George Town
P O Box 10747, Grand Cayman KY1-1007, CAYMAN ISLANDS

FOOD & BEVERAGE SERVER
Minimum 2 years experience working in a fast paced, casual establishment. Must be available to work
all shifts including weekends and holidays. Experience serving alcohol is a must. Salary CI$4.50-$8/
hr + gratuities.

BARTENDER
Minimum 2 years experience working in a fast paced, casual establishment. Must be available
to work all shifts including weekends and holidays. Experience serving alcohol is a must. Salary
CI$4.50-$6/hr + gratuities.

ASSISTANT FOOD & BEVERAGE MANAGER
Minimum 5 years experience in a similar type of establishment. Must be proficient with HR, beverage costing, ordering and scheduling. Must be proficient with POS systems. Must be experienced
with local labour laws and immigration. Must be available for long hours and shift work including all
holidays and weekends. Salary CI$900-$1200/week + Benefits.

FOOD & BEVERAGE SUPERVISOR
Minimum 3 years experience. Must be proficient with POS systems. Must have proven leadership
experience and be able to work well with all members of staff. Must be experienced with labour
laws. Must be able to work long hours and shift work including all holidays and weekends. Salary
CI$750-$1050/week + Benefits.

KITCHEN HELPER/DISHWASHER
Minimum 1 year current experience working in a busy, casual kitchen. Must be able to work long
hours on feet in a hot environment. Must be available to work all shifts including weekends and
holidays. Salary range CI$5-$7/hr + Benefits.

LINE COOK
Minimum 3 years current experience working in a busy, fast paced casual kitchen, knowledge of
various cuisines is a must. Must be available to work all shifts including weekends and holidays.
Salary CI$8-$12/hr / CI$330-$540/week + Benefits.

SOUS CHEF
Minimum 5 years experience working in a busy, fast paced casual kitchen. Knowledge of menu costing, food preparation, ordering & monitoring supplies, staff delegation and scheduling. Must be available to work all shifts including weekends and holidays. Salary CI$625-$875/week + Benefits.
Suitably qualified Caymanians, Status Holders & Legal Residents strongly encouraged to apply.
Send CV to jobs@marketstreet.ky by August 8th, 2021.
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We are currently accepting applications from responsible and dependable individuals to join our team in the capacity of:

PAINT MIXER/SALES CLERK

Classifieds

We are currently accepting applications from responsible and dependable individuals to join our team in the capacity of:

TRAILOR/TRUCK DRIVER/HEAVY EQUIPMENT OPERATOR

Duties, Responsibilities and Requirements:
• Must be knowledgeable and experienced in Automotive Paint mixing and application of same and be able to “mix
by eye” and “catch the color”.
• Must know paint mixing technology and color integration technology.
• Must be knowledgeable and experienced in household paint mixing and all aspects of interior and exterior paints
and application of the same and be able to mix by eye (catching the color).
• Must be able to communicate with overseas technician concerning computer updating.
• Must possess good customer/interpersonal relation skills, an outgoing personality, as well as good written and
verbal communication skills.
• Must possess a clean Police Clearance.
• Must be willing to work as a Sales Clerk when not engaged in Paint Mixing.
• Required to work Monday to Saturday as schedule demands, including evenings and holidays.

Duties, Responsibilities and Requirements:
• Driving and deliveries of rental equipment fleet
• Manual labour-related duties including but not limited to loading of equipment and/or items for delivery, securing of
loads on truck or trailor, cleaning and maintenance of fleet equipment, assisting with tire repairs, daily safety and
mechanical inspection of fleet
• Able to work days, nights, weekends and holidays as scheduled or on short notice as business demands
• Possess and maintain a valid Cayman Islands Group 4 Driver’s License
• Possess and maintain a clean Police Record
• Able to communicate excellent in English both written and verbally
• Must have at least 2 years Group 4 licensed driving experience
• Must be over 25 years of age

Qualifications and Experience:
• Must have a minimum of 3 years’ experience as an Automotive Paint Mixer and 1 year minimum as Household Paint
Mixer, will also receive on the job training.
• Must be proficient in Computerized Inventory Control/Point of Sale Systems, Microsoft Word, Excel, Outlook and
e-mail programs.

Qualifications and Experience:
• Must possess a minimum of 5 years’ experience in driving/handling vehicles with large trailers attached, tractor and
trailer, and a range of heavy equipment including aerial lifts, excavators and transportation of heavy equipment and
40’ containers
• Must possess forklift certification or be willing to acquire within 4 weeks of employment

Salary Range: CI$7 - 10 per hour

Salary Range: CI$10.00 – CI$15.00 per hour

Qualifies persons may submit their applications to

Applications can be submitted to:

Associated Industries Group
17 Lancaster Crescent, Off Sparky Drive
OR
Email: jobs@ailgroup.com

Associated Industries Group
17 Lancaster Crescent, Off Sparky Drive
OR
Email: jobs@ailgroup.com

Application deadline – AUGUST 9, 2021

Application deadline – AUGUST 9, 2021

***ALL APPLICATIONS MUST BE SUBMITTED WITH A
POLICE RECORD FOR CONSIDERATION***

***ALL APPLICATIONS MUST BE SUBMITTED WITH A
POLICE RECORD FOR CONSIDERATION***

T: 345.946.7539 | E: info@ailgroup.com | 17 Lancaster Crescent, George Town
P O Box 10747, Grand Cayman KY1-1007, CAYMAN ISLANDS

T: 345.946.7539 | E: info@ailgroup.com | 17 Lancaster Crescent, George Town
P O Box 10747, Grand Cayman KY1-1007, CAYMAN ISLANDS

CAYMAN AIRWAYS IS INVITING APPLICATIONS FOR THE POST OF:

We are currently accepting applications from responsible and dependable individuals to join
our team in the capacity of:

CERTIFYING TECHNICIAN 2 (Avionics)
Salary: CI$53,963 – CI$72,577
The Certifying Technician 2 (Avionics) reports to the Maintenance Controller or Duty Engineer and is responsible for accomplishing and certifying avionics maintenance tasks on the
Cayman Airways fleet of Boeing 737-300 and/or B737-8 aircraft. The post is based in Grand
Cayman with occasional postings to outstations. Shift work and occasional flying spanner
duties are entailed.
Summary of key responsibilities:
• Organize, direct and supervise all aircraft maintenance functions, as assigned by the Duty
Engineer or Maintenance Controller, to ensure compliance with all airworthiness and company requirements, in a timely and efficient manner
• Ensure all aircraft maintenance work performed under his/her supervision is accomplished
and certified in accordance with regulatory and company requirements
• Monitors the adequacy and suitability of personnel, tools and equipment to carry out assigned duties and make recommendations accordingly
• Maintains a current knowledge relative to aircraft maintenance, airworthiness procedures,
company requirements and technical developments in the industry
• Monitors the development and on-the-job training of staff under his/her supervision
• Ensures a high level of professionalism, productivity and discipline by effective supervision
and counseling of staff under his/her supervision
• Performs all duties of the Duty Engineer when circumstances necessitate, ensuring the
company requirements are met in the most expeditious manner
Qualifications, Skills & Experience:
• Must possess a current Aircraft Maintenance Engineer’s License without type rating issued by the CAA CI or a licensing authority specified in OTAR Part 66.53
• Must have ATA Spec 104 Level 3 Avionics training on the Boeing 737-300 and/or B737-8
aircraft and worked in a similar capacity as a Certifying Avionics Technician for a minimum
period of two years
• Minimum of six (6) years total experience as a licensed aircraft technician with at least 3
years’ experience on the B737-300 and/or B737-8 aircraft
• Should be computer literate and proficient with MS Outlook, Word and Excel
• Should have good command of the English language with effective written and oral skills
• Must be able to work on call, nights, weekends and public holidays on a rostered basis
Cayman Airways offers an excellent compensation package.
Applications from suitably qualified Caymanians, Caymanian Status holders, spouses of
Caymanians or legal residents with the right to work should be submitted to:
Human Resources
Cayman Airways
PO Box 10092
Grand Cayman KY1-1101
Or email: jobs@caymanairways.net
Applicants must submit a Cayman Airways Application Form along with Resume and any
supporting documents, if applicable.
The Cayman Airways Application Form is available at:
https://www.caymanairways.com/career

RETAIL STORE MANAGER
Duties & Responsibilities
• Manage retail staff, among which includes people working on the floor, and the cashiers
• Meet financial goals by analyzing variances; initiating corrective actions in preparing an annual budget; formulating pricing policies and scheduling expenditures
• Make sure pricing is correct
• Work on store displays
• Attend trade shows in order to identify new services and products
• Recruit, Coach, counsel, discipline and train employees
• Achieve high levels of customer satisfaction
• Evaluate self-on-the-job performance, as well as other staff
• Identify market trends that appeal to customers
• Ensure products are clean and ready to be displayed
• Approve contracts with store vendors
• Maintain inventory and ensure items are in stock
• Analyze financial statements in order to enhance profit making opportunities
• Ensure promotions are accurate and in tune with company’s standards
• Utilize computers to record sales figures, for data analysis and forward planning
• Make sure that health and safety measures are met
• Monitor local competitors
• Ensure that hours of operation are in compliance with local laws
• Maintain health and safety measures and store’s cleanliness
• Organize and distribute staff schedules
• Preside over staff meetings
• Help, drive, motivate, and encourage retail sales staff to achieve sales targets
• Handle customer complaints, issues and questions.
Qualifications & Experience
• A Bachelor’s Degree in Business Administration or related field
• Miniumum of 5 years Managerial experience
• Miniumum of 5 years Retail/Merchandising experience
• Excellent written, oral and verbal communication skills
• Excellent customer service skills
• Must have the ability to work on own initiative
• Must be proficient in Microsoft software programs
• Hands on commitment to getting the job done
• Proven ability to direct and coordinate operations
• Strong organizational and time management skills
Salary Range: CI$50 - 60K Per Annum
Qualified persons may submit their applications to
Associated Industries Group
17 Lancaster Crescent, Off Sparky Drive
OR
Email: jobs@ailgroup.com
Application deadline – AUGUST 2, 2021
***ALL APPLICATIONS MUST BE SUBMITTED WITH A
POLICE RECORD FOR CONSIDERATION***

The deadline for receipt of applications is 6th August, 2021
Late and incomplete applications will not be accepted.

T: 345.946.7539 | E: info@ailgroup.com | 17 Lancaster Crescent, George Town
P O Box 10747, Grand Cayman KY1-1007, CAYMAN ISLANDS
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We are currently accepting applications from responsible and dependable individuals to join our team in the
capacity of:

WAREHOUSE MANAGER - EVENTS
Duties and responsibilities include:
• Manage a diverse rental inventory and keep accurate records
• Organize and manage the events warehouse and events team
• Effectively communicate with the events team
• Work with the Events Manger to schedule staff for upcoming events.
• Learn the Rental inventory base and be proficient in “Point of Rental” system.
• Assist rental customers in all aspects, including opening and closing a contract, organizing collection/delivery of rented equipment and receiving payments.
• Managing the return of rented equipment, ensuring all equipment is returned and any damaged or missing
items are reported.
• Pulling, cleaning and prepping equipment for upcoming events
• Schedule the opening and closing of the events warehouse.
• Manage the loading and unloading of trucks
• Ensure returned rental items are washed, sanitized, repaired and placed in their specific areas.
• Schedule, discipline and motivate warehouse employees as needed by enforcing policies and procedures.
• Maintains a safe and healthy work environment by establishing, following and enforcing standards and
procedures.
• Completes regular inventory audits/checks and provides management reports to Senior Management.
• Perform other related duties as assigned by Senior Management from time to time.
Requirements:
• Minimum of 3 years warehouse supervisory experience.
• Experience with supervising a team.
• Strong verbal and customer relation skills.
• Ability to lift heavy items.
• Detail orientated and has the ability to manage processes and a team
• Computer Literate
• Excels at operating in a fast paced environment.
• Excellent written and verbal communication skills.
Salary Range: CI$25,000 – 40,000 per annum
Applications can be sent to:
Associated Industries Group
17 Lancaster Crescent, Off Sparky Drive
OR
Email: jobs@ailgroup.com
Application deadline – AUGUST 9, 2021
***ALL APPLICATIONS MUST BE SUBMITTED WITH A
POLICE RECORD FOR CONSIDERATION***

CAYMAN NATIONAL BANK LTD.
Invites applications for the following position:
Technical Support Officer- Information Technology Department
The purpose of this role is:
The jobholder is responsible for maintaining smooth operations of all company networks,
systems, and applications. Responsible for ensuring high quality help desk support to all
users. Provides technical support to users as needed, diagnoses and resolves connectivity problems, monitors system security, backups, virus protection and computer inventory.
Ensures the security of Company computer data and account information.
Key functions of the job are:
• Diagnoses and resolves system and connectivity problems.
• Provides first-line support answering technical questions and providing resolutions to
problems.
• Maintains, upgrades, and repairs PCs and peripheral equipment for all systems.
• Other duties as may be required.
Knowledge, Skills and Experience Requirements:
• High school graduate with two years of additional college computer training or an equivalent combination of education, training, and experience.
• Certification in all required technical programs, including but not limited to, MSCE certification and/or other similar certifications.
• At least 1 year working in an IT Environment, including software and hardware experience.
• Understanding the basics of PC hardware, software and being able to solve problems on
your own.
Salary & Benefits
Cayman National offers an excellent benefits package including pension, health, life and
disability insurance. Dependent on experience, the successful candidate can expect an
annual salary of between CI$27,780.00 – CI$42,036.00.
To Apply: Qualified applicants must submit a cover letter and resume.
Visit www.caymannational.com/about/careers.html
• Select ‘Career’
• Select ‘Search Job Vacancies’
Deadline: August 9, 2021

T: 345.946.7539 | E: info@ailgroup.com | 17 Lancaster Crescent, George Town
P O Box 10747, Grand Cayman KY1-1007, CAYMAN ISLANDS

Note: Only candidates selected for an interview will be contacted.

Caymanian
We are seeking experienced candidates to join our diverse and expanding team in the position of:

2 QUARTERS
Only 50 Cents

Caymanian Times 2021

New Upgrade
New Price
New size
Better Quality
More local News
Political Coverage
Investigative Reporting
Cayman still needs a daily local Newspaper
Be part of progress
www.ctimes.ky or info@caymaniantimes.ky

Reservation Agent/Events Coordinator
Must be:
• Comfortable in the workforce environment
• Great personal presentation, energetic with a pleasant and welcoming demeanour
• Able to relate to people of all cultures and levels
• Professional, hospitable and passionate.
Duties include but not limited to:
• Under the supervision of the Restaurant Manager, it is expected that our Private Event & Reservation Coordinator promote, price, plan, coordinate, and supervise the execution of private parties, special events,
meetings and contracted sales;
• Communicate all event details to FOH & BOH management throughout the entire process;
• Work closely with the Front and Back of House team including the head chef and assistant manager to
execute all confirmed events;
• Emailing, calling, and visiting past, current, and new inquiries on a daily basis throughout the workweek;
• Develop marketing strategies for continued growth of the Events and Catering/Delivery department;
• Utilize available company Twitter and Facebook, in coordination with our PR department, to inform and
educate followers; of events, products and any other information;
• General involvement in events as Brasserie Purveyors sector progresses/develops;
• Assist in general reservation management and inquires as needed;
• Assist the service staff in a host/maître d position during the busy hours of each day (Lunch 12:30–2:00 PM,
Dinner 6:00-9:00 PM).
The successful candidate must:
• Present self in a highly professional manner to others and understand honesty and ethics are essential;
• Ability to maintain a positive attitude;
• Maintain high standards for work areas and appearance;
• Ability to communicate with professionalism and respect;
• Must have strong phone etiquette and computer skills;
• Strong attention to detail;
• Ability to work well under pressure;
• Excellent oral and written communication skills;
• Excellent Management and organizational skills;
• Ability to work well alone and in a team;
• 2-5 years’ experience related experience;
• Minimum of 2 years’ food & beverage server experience;
• Ability to work in a standing position for long periods of time.
Base Salary: CI$1,150-$1,250 bi-weekly plus 5% commission on 20% service charge of all events. Does not
include gratuities. We offer a competitive compensation package which commensurate with relevant experience and qualification. Only short listed candidates will be contacted for interview.
Interested Caymanians and Legal Residents should submit cover letter, updated resume, three professional
references and copy of police clearance to careers@brasseriecayman.com before August 13th 2021.
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CAYMAN AIRWAYS IS INVITING APPLICATIONS FOR THE POST OF:
DEPUTY MANAGER, MAINTENANCE PRODUCTION
Salary: CI$78,872 – $106,099 per annum
We are seeking experienced candidates to join our diverse and expanding team in the position of:

Public Relations Executive/Support Associate
This position is responsible for marketing and public relations of The Brasserie, Caboose, The Market,
Wicket @JuiceBar, and all other properties.
We require:
• Must love dogs! We have an office dog.
• Comfortable in the work force environment and be professional.
• Great personal presentation, energetic with a pleasant and welcoming demeanour.
• Able to relate to people of all cultures and levels.
• Strong writing skills is a must.
Duties include but not limited to:
• Write content for the website including blogs and biographies;
• Photograph menu items, events, people, garden produce, weekly specials;
• Manage all social media posts for Brasserie, Juiced and Caboose profiles daily in association with preparing a weekly social media calendar;
• Design and schedule e-blasts and monthly CSQ newsletter via MailChimp;
• Maintain and post updated menus, photos and blogs on both Caboose and Brasserie websites;
• Design, create, print and distribute all event artwork;
• Assist with design and printing of artwork for labelling of product. for Market and annual farmers’ market;
• Prepare upcoming event season calendar;
• Design and print/laminate Happy Hour and Brasserie event menus;
• Print vegan and gluten free Market stickers, Juiced menus, cards, flyers;
• Print Market menus and signs when required;
• Book flights and accommodation for visiting chefs and guests;
• Design, print and distribute public holiday signs;
• Organise frames for the elevators and Wicket Bar and Caboose counters;
• Liaise with Acorn Publishing for annual advertising in Good Taste and Explore – write and prepare all
material;
• Respond to all media requests;
• Liaise with Kara in the design and upkeep of Juiced A-frames;
• Assist Gardener Supervisor with designing signage for the gardens;
• Order Cinco de Mayo swag and keep inventory;
• Liaise with clients to coordinate events;
• Assist with marketing and promotional material;
• Order CSQ gift cards and Market/Brasserie stickers;
• Update table stands in the restaurant;
• Deal directly with companies on all marketing projects including re-branding and website construction;
• Receive requests and prepare all Brasserie gift certificates;
• Visit and speak regularly to hotels to inform them of Brasserie events and provide our promotional material;
• Support with annual Swordfish Challenge event;
• Educate on bee program and different bees we have in our apiary.
The successful candidate must:
• The successful candidate would hold a bachelor’s or associates degree in Marketing, Public Relations or
a related field and a minimum of 8 years’ experience in a similar role;
• Strong writing skills and experience with writing professional content is a must;
• In addition, the successful candidate must also have excellent customer service and communications
skills along with excellent attention to detail and the ability to work with people at all levels;
• Public speaking skills and comfortable interviewing on camera, some videography experience.
Salary: CI$35,000 - $45,0000 per annum. Competitive compensation package will be commensurate with
relevant experience and qualification. Only short listed candidates will be contacted.
Interested Caymanians and Legal Residents should submit cover letter, updated resume, three professional references and copy of police clearance to careers@brasseriecayman.com before August 13th 2021.

Caymanian

The Deputy Manager, Maintenance Production reports to the Manager, Maintenance Production
and is responsible for the accomplishment of all aircraft maintenance activity system-wide and will
assume the duties of the Manager, Maintenance Production in his/her absence when requested.
Summary of key responsibilities:
• Assist the Manager, Maintenance Production in the formulation of, as necessary, long and
short-term Productions Forecasts, given the planned commercial objectives of the airline
• Plan, co-ordinate and monitor all aircraft maintenance activity on company and contract aircraft,
so as to ensure compliance with all airworthiness and company requirements, in a timely and
economic manner
• Assist the Manager, Maintenance Production with implementing and directing a Production Plan
for all maintenance work to be accomplished by Cayman Airways maintenance system wide
• Ensure that all maintenance activity system-wide is accomplished in accordance with the proper safety, airworthiness and company procedures
• Maintain a high level of motivation, professionalism, productivity and discipline in all staff under
his/her direction
• Assist the Manager, Maintenance Production in responding to quality deficiencies that may
arise from independent quality audits
• Must have current knowledge of technical developments in the industry, airworthiness procedures and aircraft maintenance management
Qualifications, Skills & Experience:
Essential
• Must possess a current Aircraft Maintenance Engineer’s License without type rating issued by
the CAA CI or a licensing authority specified in OTAR part 66.53
• Must be the holder of full certifying authority on B737-300/B737-8 series or similar type aircraft
in either the A&C or Avionics category
• Minimum of four years’ experience in the capacity of Maintenance Controller or similar role
• Ability to handle multiple projects simultaneously without supervision whilst maintaining a high
standard of professionalism and work quality
• Must have specific system knowledge, proven troubleshooting and organizational skills
• Ability to work outside normal hours when required
• Must have good verbal and written communication skills
• Must be proficient in Microsoft Office applications
Preferred
• Computer literacy and management training would be an asset
Cayman Airways offers an excellent compensation package.
Applications from suitably qualified Caymanians, Caymanian Status holders, spouses of Caymanians or legal residents with the right to work should be submitted to:
Human Resources
Cayman Airways
PO Box 10092
Grand Cayman KY1-1101
Or email: jobs@caymanairways.net
Applicants must submit a Cayman Airways Application Form along with Resume and any
supporting documents, if applicable.
The Cayman Airways Application Form is available at: https://www.caymanairways.com/career
The deadline for receipt of applications is 6th August, 2021
Late and incomplete applications will not be accepted.

Advertise in our Newspaper
2 days per week
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We are currently accepting applications from responsible and dependable individuals to join our team in the
capacity of:
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EVENT PLANNER & WEDDING COORDINATOR

Eat Fresh Ltd. T/A Subway Invites applications from suitably qualified candidates for the
following position:

This position will be required to produce and manage special events from conception through to completion.
The main responsibilities include providing outstanding customer service, nurturing client relationships and
organizing memorable events/weddings that meet quality expectations.

HANDYMAN/SANDWICH ARTIST

Duties and Responsibilities:
• Event design, planning and execution while managing all elements within time limits and budgets
• Produce detailed proposals for events (including timelines, venues, suppliers, legal obligations, staffing and
budgets)
• Liaise with clients to identify their needs and to ensure customer satisfaction
• Organize and manage all event details such as decor, catering, entertainment, transportation, location, invitee list, special guests, equipment, promotional material, etc.
• Conduct market research, gather information and negotiate contracts with vendors
• Liaise with the Marketing Department to publicize and promote the event when necessary
• Ensure compliance with insurance, legal, health and safety obligations
• Specify staff requirements and coordinate their activities
• Proactively handle any arising issues and troubleshoot any emerging problems on the event day
• Propose ideas to improve provided services and event quality
• Conduct pre and post event evaluations and report on outcomes
• Have good presentation skills and the confidence to explain and sell ideas to clients and colleagues
• Have accuracy and attention to detail
Qualifications, Experience and Competencies
• Bachelor’s degree in Event Management or related field, OR 5 year’s event/wedding planning experience
• Proven experience as an event/wedding planner or coordinator
• Exceptional creativity and innovation
• Excellent time management, communication and organizational skills
• Ability to manage multiple projects independently
• Accuracy and attention to detail
• An understanding of the latest trends and their role within a commercial environment
• Professional approach to time, costs and deadlines
• MS Office proficiency
SALARY CI$30K PER ANNUM PLUS COMMISSION
Applications can be sent to:
Human Resources Manager
ASSOCIATED INDUSTRIES, LTD.
P.O. Box 10747, Grand Cayman KY1-1007
Or
Email: jobs@ailgroup.com

This position is for an experienced, self-motivated, and skilled individual with refrigeration
experience and basic electrical, plumbing and HVAC skills for the ongoing maintenance
of equipment and physical environment of five restaurants. Must be willing to work in the
kitchen as a Sandwich Artist as needed (Training will be provided on sandwich artistry role).
Requirements: (qualifications, experience, and skills)
• Minimum of 3 to 5 years’ experience in the related area especially HVAC, restaurant
equipment, plumbing and electrical.
• Basic computer skills including email, procurement, and product research.
• Able to prioritize multiple responsibilities and manage a workload with tight deadlines.
• Ability to work evenings, overtime, public holidays, weekends, and varying shift times
where necessary.
Candidates must be in good physical condition, able to lift and/or move up to 50 pounds
in weight. General work hours are 45 hours per week with occasional overtime, weekend,
evening, and public holiday work. Successful candidates will possess a valid Cayman Islands driver’s license. Salary will be commensurate with qualifications and experience but
will range between CI$12.00-$14.00 per hour.
Suitable qualified Caymanians should submit an application via this link at
https://eatfreshsubway.bamboohr.com/jobs
(NO TELEPHONE CALLS PLEASE)
Manager, Eat Fresh Ltd., P O Box 11857, Grand Cayman, KY1-1010
Fax: 946-1264 or email: Careers@subway.ky

Application deadline – AUGUST 9, 2021
***ALL APPLICATIONS MUST BE SUBMITTED WITH A
POLICE RECORD FOR CONSIDERATION***

T: 345.946.7539 | E: info@ailgroup.com | 17 Lancaster Crescent, George Town
P O Box 10747, Grand Cayman KY1-1007, CAYMAN ISLANDS

We are currently accepting applications from responsible and dependable individuals to join our team
in the capacity of:

AUTO ELECTRICIAN
Duties, Responsibilities and Requirements:
• Must be able to lay out, build, test, troubleshoot, repair and modify developmental & production
electronic components, parts, equipment & system such as computer equipment, electron tubes,
test equipment, & machine tool numerical controls, applying principles and theories of electronics,
electrical circuitry, engineering mathematics, electronic and electrical testing and physics.
• Must be able to assemble experimental circuitry or complete prototype model according to engineering instructions, technical manuals and knowledge of electronic systems and components.
• Must be able to recommend changes in circuitry or installation specifications to simplify assembly
and maintenance.
• Must be able to set up standard apparatus or devices test equipment and circuitry to conduct functional, operational, environmental, and life tests to evaluate performance and reliability of prototype
or production model
• Must be able to adjust, calibrate, align and modify circuitry and components and records effects on
unit performance.
• Must be able to operate bench lathes, drills, or other machine tools to fabricate parts, such as coils,
terminal boards, and chassis.
• Must be flexible regarding work schedule and willing to work overtime or be on call when necessary
or assigned.
• Must be able to work Monday to Saturday as schedule demands, including nights, weekends and
holidays.
• Must possess and maintain a clean Police Record and a valid Cayman Islands Driver’s License.
Qualifications and Experience:
• Must have a minimum of 3 years’ experience as an Electronic Technician
• Must possess basic electrician skills and familiar with single and three phase power distribution.
• Must provide proof of certification in Electronic Technology
SALARY RANGE CI$8.50– CI$12.50 per hour
Apply to:
Associated Industries Group
17 Lancaster Crescent, Off Sparky Drive
OR
Email: jobs@ailgroup.com
Application deadline – AUGUST 9, 2020
***ALL APPLICATIONS MUST BE SUBMITTED WITH A
POLICE RECORD FOR CONSIDERATION***

WE’RE HIRING

INTERNAL AUDIT MANAGER
CI$6,399 to CI$8,281 per month

The Internal Audit Manager (IAM) is responsible for implementing a risk based audit plan and managing
audits the results of which will: help the Credit Union manage strategic risks; improve or develop efficient and
effective business processes; identify and communicate best practices, foster appropriate control levels for
business operating; and financial risks and conformity with appropriate rules and laws. Act as the principal audit advisor to the Credit Union’s Supervisory Committee; oversees all audit related activities, ensures that all
activities are in accordance with the International Standards for the Professional Practice of Internal Auditing
and are in compliance with the IFRS, Co-operative Societies Law (2020 Revision), The Credit Union Rules,
The Proceeds of Crime Law (2019 Revision), Anti-Money Laundering Regulations (2020 Revision), and other
established policies and procedures.
PRINCIPLE ACCOUNTABILITIES include but not limited to:
• Develop and maintain audit client relationships. Be the primary audit liaison with the applicable business
unit/functional unit management in order to build rapport, stay abreast of ongoing initiatives and issues, and
better understand business risks and drivers;
• Evaluate the efficacy of risk management procedures that are currently in place;
• Ensure that the Credit Union is complying with relevant laws and regulations as well as internal policies
procedures, and established controls;
• Develop and maintain audit networking relationships with external organizations, as required;
• Coordinate activities, where applicable, with the external auditors to ensure audit efficiency;
• Keep abreast of accounting, legal, and regulatory issues relating to a variety of areas, including information
technology, industry, financial, communication, safety, human resources, and other areas associated with
the Credit Union functions;
• Develop and implement the IA Plan for various audits at the Credit Union offices, including special investigations, cash counts, ensuring that audits are properly documented and are in accordance with the
International Standards for the Professional Practice of Internal Auditing;
• Study, analyze and report on local and international trends, integrating changes where necessary, noting
that any such changes should be approved by the Supervisory Committee;
• Prepare quarterly reports of audits performed for the Supervisory Committee and Board of Directors including recommendations on how to improve internal controls and governance processes;
• Maintain open communication with management and the Supervisory Committee;
• Review contractual arrangements with contractors to ensure value for money and compliance with agreements as necessary.
QUALIFICATIONS, EXPERIENCE & SKILLS:
The post holder must possess:
Qualifications:
• A Bachelor’s Degree in Finance or Accounting;
• Professional Certification of CPA, CIA or equivalent is required;
• MBA or MS of Accountancy is a plus.
Knowledge:
• Comprehensive understanding of GAAP, internal controls and strong knowledge of the COSO framework
of internal control;
• Thorough understanding of complex accounting and auditing concepts;
• Knowledge of automated financial and accounting reporting systems;
• Knowledge of contracting, negotiating and change management;
• Knowledge of financial regulations including the International Standards for the Professional Practice of
Internal Auditing, IFRS, Co-operative Societies Law (2020 Revision), The Proceeds of Crime Law (2019
Revision), and the Anti-Money Laundering Regulations (2020 Revision);
• Knowledge of macro and micro planning in a lending institution.
Skills:
• Ability to bring integrity and impartiality to all tasks and observe strict confidentiality;
• Strong statistical aptitude with financial applications, analytical skills and ability to assess audit risks;
• Strong interpersonal and team-oriented skills;
• Excellent verbal, written communication and presentation skills.
TO APPLY: Qualified Caymanians and Caymanian Status Holders, can submit their cover letter and resume
to Human Resources via email cujobs@cicsacu.com.ky.

T: 345.946.7539 | E: info@ailgroup.com | 17 Lancaster Crescent, George Town
P O Box 10747, Grand Cayman KY1-1007, CAYMAN ISLANDS

APPLICATION DEADLINE: 4 August 2021
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We are currently accepting applications from responsible and dependable individuals to join our team in the capacity of:

Classifieds

We are currently accepting applications from responsible and dependable individuals to join our team in the capacity of:

EVENT LABOURER
Duties and Responsibilities:
• Willingness to do various general tasks
• Maintain a clean and safe work environment
• Drive equipment around yard as needed
• Check incoming equipment for damage, then refuel, clean and wash equipment for next rental
• Pick-up trash and cleans yard daily
• Help get equipment ready for customers
• Load and unload various equipment and goods as required
• Help all rental staff as needed
• Perform other manual labour-related duties as instructed by Management from time to time
• This job is highly labour intensive
Qualifications & Experience
• Installation and set-up of drapery, linens and event decor
• Minimum of 3 years experience in events industry
• Must possess and maintain a clean Police Record
• Required to work Monday to Saturday as schedule demands including nights, weekends and holidays
• Must possess forklift certification or be willing to acquire within 4 weeks of employment
• Must possess and maintain a valid Cayman Islands Driver’s License Group 2 (Group 4 is an asset but not mandatory)
• Ability to lift heavy loads (at least 100 lbs.)
• Able to communicate excellent in English both written and verbally
SALARY RANGE CI$6.00 – CI$10.00 per hour
Applications may be submitted to:

HYDRAULIC HOSE MAKER
Duties, Responsibilities and Requirements:
• Assist in industrial and hydraulic hose area with basic duties such as making custom hoses.
• Participate in counting inventory for cycle counts and maintain stock (i.e., tag, stack, sort, keep organized). Clean equipment and all shop areas.
• Counts, sorts, or weighs incoming goods to verify receipts of items against shipping notice, records and checks quantity and
quality of goods received for conformity to purchase orders and specifications. May inspect, accept, or reject goods received.
• Input stock items into computer and store in the assigned location in or around the warehouse.
• Stock the counter area; take counter sales orders and build relationships with our customers and associates; resolves
customer problems promptly and accurately in a manner that will retain and promote customer loyalty.
• Accurately picks will call and/or counter orders; ensures will call and or counter orders are ready when the customer arrives.
• Assist to load and unload product and deliveries as needed.
Qualifications and Experience:
• High school or equivalent (GED) required.
• 1 year of prior mechanical experience in an industrial or automotive shop environment preferred.
• Basic computer skills required.
• Must be able to use a tape measure and understand basic math (add, subtract, multiply and divide).
• Enjoys working in a fast-paced, challenging environment.
Salary Range: CI$8.50 – CI$11.00 per hour
Applications from Caymanians, persons with Caymanian Status or Persons Ordinarily Legal Resident in these Islands
should be sent to:
ASSOCIATED INDUSTRIES LTD.
17 Lancaster Crescent, Off Sparky Drive
OR
Email: jobs@ailgroup.com

Associated Industries Group
17 Lancaster Crescent, Off Sparky Drive
OR
Email: jobs@ailgroup.com
Application deadline – AUGUST 9, 2021

Application deadline – AUGUST 9, 2021

***ALL APPLICATIONS MUST BE SUBMITTED WITH A
POLICE RECORD FOR CONSIDERATION***

***ALL APPLICATIONS MUST BE SUBMITTED WITH A
POLICE RECORD FOR CONSIDERATION***

T: 345.946.7539 | E: info@ailgroup.com | 17 Lancaster Crescent, George Town
P O Box 10747, Grand Cayman KY1-1007, CAYMAN ISLANDS

T: 345.946.7539 | E: info@ailgroup.com | 17 Lancaster Crescent, George Town
P O Box 10747, Grand Cayman KY1-1007, CAYMAN ISLANDS

CAYMAN NATIONAL BANK LTD.

We are currently accepting applications for the position of:

Invites applications for the following position:

Customer Care Supervisor

Senior Manager Project Support- Project Management

We are looking for a highly motivated and organized team leader to supervise and coach a
team of Customer Care Representatives and be instrumental in working towards delivering
first class customer care to all Logic customers.

The purpose of this role is:
The jobholder is responsible for providing leadership and oversight of the project management office in the CNB organization, by applying professional principles, practices,
and techniques to lead project teams and control project schedule, cost, and performance risks to ensure satisfactory implementation of bank projects. This role has ultimate responsibility for all assigned projects and initiatives and manages business satisfaction, definition, planning, monitoring, and all other aspects of projects. This role is
generally assigned all critical projects, directs assigned personnel, coordinates activities
with bank departments, and keeps management well informed.
Key functions of the job are:
• Maintaining and reporting on an annual Project Portfolio; working with senior management to determine the projects that should be included in the Portfolio, and also
reviewing the achievability of the portfolio, including investigating alternative delivery
strategies.
• Manages and provides leadership to the project support team in the undertaking of
project support activities through effective objective setting, delegation, and communication, as well leading by example.
• Overseeing the creation and maintenance of Project Management and UAT Best Practice Standards.
• Responsible for Software Change Management processes and their ongoing organization. Change requests, initiation, and approval.
• Other duties as may be required.
Knowledge, Skills and Experience Requirements:
• Bachelor’s degree in computer science; MBA will be an asset. PMP or other equivalent
professional Project Management certification.
• A minimum of 5 years’ experience in Project and Change Management preferably in a
financial services environment.
• Knowledge of project management techniques and tools.
• Proven experience in strategic planning, change management, portfolio management,
risk management and people management.
• Exhibits confidence in self and others, with the ability to develop and implement project
plans, identify and resolve project issues; demonstrating thoroughness and accuracy.
Salary & Benefits
Cayman National offers an excellent benefits package including pension, health, life and
disability insurance. Dependent on experience, the successful candidate can expect an
annual salary of between CI$77,544.00 – CI$117,324.00.
To Apply: Qualified applicants must submit a cover letter and resume.
Visit www.caymannational.com/about/careers.html
• Select ‘Career’
• Select ‘Search Job Vacancies’
Deadline: August 9, 2021
Note: Only candidates selected for an interview will be contacted.

Responsibilities
• Supervise the Customer Care team to ensure that customers are retained, satisfied and
that their needs are fulfilled;
• Provide leadership and assistance by coaching and grading the teams’ performance skills
to ensure that they are providing a superior customer experience while working on the
front line or on the phone.
• Provide the best-in-class customer care to internal and external callers on every interaction.
• Monitor and assist in keeping the call queue low and maintain a high level of consistency
with call statistics by grading the representatives weekly. Assess and ensure that the team
improve where needed and as advised.
• Provide support to the team of representatives handling difficult or escalated customer
situations and resolve complex customer enquiries in a timely fashion.
• Responsible for training and developing the representatives and enforce company policies
and procedures fairly and consistently. This includes being able to determine the necessary disciplinary action for any breach of applicable Company guidelines.
• Encourage, mentor and support the team to ensure commitment of delivering unparalleled customer service.
• Ensure the team of representatives are evaluated – through one to ones with the support
of the Customer Care Manager where necessary and in accordance with Logic performance management guidelines.
• Keep the various Departments updated with any major customer reported issues when
necessary
• Work closely with the Customer Care Manager and Technical teams to provide suggestions and continually improve our work flow processes for the Customer Care Department.
Education & Experience
• High school diploma or equivalent
• A minimum of 5 years’ experience in a customer service role including technical support
and customer service experience in a call centre/helpdesk environment.
• Strong communications and interpersonal skills are essential
• Experience of dealing with a high volume of cash & balancing cash accurately
• Experience of dealing with difficult customers with the ability to exercise patience, professionalism and diplomacy at all times
• Experience in using a variety of programs including Excel, Word and Outlook
• Experience in Windows XP, Windows 07
• Excellent verbal and written communication skills
• Excellent time keeping and interpersonal skills
• Ability to develop and maintain good customer relationships
• Ability to work extended/flexible hours, including weekends, holidays, evenings, etc.
Income will be based on experience and qualifications within the range of $ 39,600.00 –
$48,000.00 per annum. Benefit package includes - comprehensive medical & dental health
insurance, pension and Logic products and services.
Apply online today at https://logichr.bamboohr.com/jobs/.
Deadline for receipt of applications is August 13 2021.
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Designation: Assistant Project Manager

We are currently accepting applications for the position of:

Duties & Responsibilities:
• Assist in planning all construction operations and scheduling of intermediate phases to ensure that
deadlines are met.
• Accomplishes construction human resource objectives by assigning, scheduling and coaching field
workers; communicating job expectations, planning, monitoring, adhering to policies and procedures.
• Identifying and managing any risks to the project
• Manages sub-contractors by locating, evaluating, and monitoring performance
• Reporting regularly to project manager and stake holders all progress and Log all daily accomplishments with pictures on Buildertrend
• Source and purchase materials (both locally and overseas) needed for each site and report all expenditures to Accounting Department
• Maintains safe, secure, and healthy work environment by following and enforcing standards and
procedures; complying with legal regulations

Customer Care Representative

Qualifications:
• 9 years’ experience in supervisory and construction management position
• Associate degree or equivalent experience
• Ability to demonstrate knowledge in all areas of construction and techniques
• Solid leadership, supervisory and business management skills
• Has the ability to make decisions under pressure and use initiative
• Excellent organizational skills to use resources to ensure deadlines are met and the project budget
is maintained
• Proficient in Microsoft Office, Planswift and AutoCAD
• Able to plan, organize, and prioritize responsibilities in order to meet deadlines
• Outstanding interpersonal and communication skills
• Willing to work flexible hours
Salary Range: CI$ 28-32 per hour plus all benefits required the laws of the Cayman Islands.
Please send your resume to accounts@caymanstructural.ky

Logic, a 2019 Employer of Choice award recipient, are currently accepting applications for the
position of:
Business Solutions Manager
We are looking for a dynamic IT Business Solutions individual with proven experience within the
telecommunications industry and capability to drive and lead Business 2 Business (B2B) sales
growth within the Cayman Islands community. Under the general direction of the Assistant Vice
President, Sales, Marketing and Customer Care you will focus on implementing a proven sales
methodology that significantly increases Logic’s recurring revenue streams and customer lifetime
value.
Essential Responsibilities include (but not limited to):
• Identify new sales leads
• Assist with channel sales project management and process maintenance.
• Research new leads and potential new markets
• Contact potential clients via email or phone to establish rapport and set up meetings
• Attending conferences, meetings, and industry events
• Meet exceed business development and sales targets, ensuring new business acquisition
• Develop and implement new business sales strategies.
• Prioritize activities in line with the growth plan and prepare and develop proposals
• Partner with the technology teams to ensure excellence in customer service and client satisfaction at all times.
• Report against target and activities within CRM (Salesforce)
• Manage a tailored sales process to achieve targets / KPI’s
• Generate leads and opportunities within assigned Territory
• Close sales with customers
• Develop stakeholder engagement
• Responsible for account planning & time management
• Work within a Revenue Assurance structure and agreed commercial and governance guidelines
• Training Corporate Representatives on strategic and conceptual selling techniques (Relative to
Industry and Business Solutions)
Qualifications & Experience required:
• Must have a Marketing/Business degree with a minimum of 10 +years’ demonstrable experience
in Business solutions leadership role within the IT/ telecommunications industry.
• Certified Sales Trainer
• Must have 10 + years’ experience selling face to face complex IT and Telecommunications service solutions including international networking solutions such as MPLS and IPLC
• Thorough understanding of current technologies as it pertains to software development, cloud
computing, and IT support
• Thorough understanding of product and solution portfolio
• Cisco Certified or someone with MCP certifications would be preferred
• Demonstrable and thorough understanding of voice, data and hosted service propositions
• Proven track record in building profitable Corporate relationships up to and including board level
• Proficiency in Salesforce.com CRM and MS Office suite but in particular Word, PowerPoint and
Excel
• Experience of leading and working as part of geographically dispersed, virtual teams
• Outstanding achievement in delivering customer satisfaction in previous roles
• Experience of accurate forecasting and prospect management
• Demonstrates accuracy and thoroughness, looks for way to improve and promote quality
• Own vehicle with valid drivers’ license with satisfactory driving record
• This position requires the ability to work outside normal business hours when required
Salary CI $75,000.00 to $100,000.00 per annum. Benefit package includes - comprehensive medical & dental health insurance, pension and Logic products and services.
Apply online today at https://logichr.bamboohr.com/jobs/.
Deadline for receipt of applications is 13 August 2021.
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We are looking for a self-motivated team player to deliver first class customer service with excellent communication, interpersonal and technical skills. This role reports to the Manager of the
Customer Care department and will involve handling customer technical support and account
billing and general queries by telephone, email or in person.
Responsibilities
• Provide best-in-class customer service to internal and external customers on every interaction
• Monitor call queues and maintain a high level of consistency with call statistics, improve where
needed and as advised
• Talk with customers by phone or in person and receive orders for installation, disconnection,
reconnection and change in service for TV, Internet and Phone services
• Troubleshoot basic issues with Internet, IPTV, and Phone Service whilst using Information
Technology Systems
• Fill out service forms, determines charges for service requested, create new and or update
existing accounts info to show change of address records and issues cancellation orders
• Handles cash efficiently and balances accurately
• Solicit sale of new or additional services
• Maintain working knowledge of various billing systems and adjust complaints concerning billing or service rendered, referring complaints of service failures to designated departments for
investigation
• Proactively study and learn new and existing products to become experts on WestTel T/A
Logic products
Education & Experience
• High school diploma or equivalent
• A minimum of 2 years’ experience in a customer service/technical support role
• Strong communications and interpersonal skills are essential
• Experience of dealing with cash
• Experience of dealing with difficult customers with the ability to exercise patience, professionalism and diplomacy at all times
• Technical support and customer service experience in a support/fast paced environment;
• Experience in using a variety of program s including Excel, Word and Outlook
• Experience in Windows XP, Windows 07
• Knowledge of Calix, Subnet, DNS,OSI and Sub netting networking systems would be ideal
Income will be based on experience and qualifications within the range of $27,600.00 to
$30,000.00 per annum. Benefit package includes - comprehensive medical & dental health
insurance, pension and Logic products and services.
Apply online today at https://logichr.bamboohr.com/jobs/.
Deadline for receipt of applications is August 13 2021.
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We are currently accepting applications from responsible and dependable individuals to join our team in the capacity of:

WAREHOUSE CLERK/SHELF STOCKER

YARDMAN/LABOURER

WAREHOUSE OPERATIONS MANAGER - RETAIL

Duties and Responsibilities:
• Stock, pick and sort merchandise
• Deliver merchandise to our various stores and customers
• Assist the Inventory Department in receiving and checking of goods
• Verify quantities of stock and reconcile in computer
• Unload goods from containers
• Maintain a clean and safe work environment
• Required to work Monday to Saturday as schedule demands including evenings and holidays.
• Must possess and maintain a clean Police Record

Duties, Responsibilities and Requirements:
• Lawn mowing, edging, trimming using commercial equipment
• Maintaining the grounds and land of all company owned locations
• Landscape enhancement and design
• Leaf and debris removal
• Planter preparation and planting (trees, shrubs, flowers, etc.)
• Maintaining the general cleanliness of the site
• Performs other duties as assigned.
• Willingness to do various general tasks
• Maintain a clean and safe work environment
• Ability to lift heavy loads (at least 100 lbs.)
• Pick-up trash and cleans yard daily
• Required to work Monday to Saturday as schedule demands including
evenings and holidays
• Able to communicate excellent in English both written and verbally

Duties and responsibilities include:
• Maintains a safe and healthy work environment by establishing, following and
enforcing standards and procedures.
• Develops warehouse operation systems by determining product handling and
storage requirements.
• Assists with planning warehouse layout, product flow and product handling.
• Develops processes for receiving product and equipment.
• Schedules, disciplines and motivates warehouse employees as needed by
enforcing policies and procedures.
• Completes regular inventory audits/checks and provides management reports
to Senior Management.
• Perform other related duties as assigned by Senior Management from time to
time.

Qualifications and Experience:
• Must have experience in operation of warehouse equipment such
as forklifts, stock pickers and reach trucks
• Must have High School pass in Mathematics and English
• Must pass application testing
Salary Range: CI$6.00 – CI$8.00 per hour depending on qualifications and experience.
Applications from Caymanians, persons with Caymanian Status or
Persons Ordinarily Legal Resident in these Islands should be sent to:
ASSOCIATED INDUSTRIES LTD.
17 Lancaster Crescent, Off Sparky Drive
OR
Email: jobs@ailgroup.com

Qualifications and Experience:
• Possess and maintain a clean Cayman Islands Driver’s License Group
2 or higher
• Possess and maintain a clean police record
• Possess forklift operation certification or be willing to acquire with 4
weeks of employment

Requirements:
• Minimum of 5 years warehouse management experience.
• Bachelor’s degree preferred
• Must have experience in operating warehouse equipment such as forklifts and
stock pickers.
• Detail orientated and has the ability to manage processes and a team
• Computer Literate
• Excels at operating in a fast paced environment.
• Excellent written and verbal communication skills.

SALARY RANGE CI$7.00 – CI$8.00 per hour

Salary Range: CI$25,000 – 40,000 per annum

Apply to:
Associated Industries Group
17 Lancaster Crescent, Off Sparky Drive
OR
Email: jobs@ailgroup.com

Applications can be sent to:
Associated Industries Group
17 Lancaster Crescent, Off Sparky Drive
OR
Email: jobs@ailgroup.com

Application deadline – AUGUST 9, 2021
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Application deadline – AUGUST 9, 2021
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We are currently accepting applications for the position of:
Chief Executive Officer
A highly driven and experienced Senior manager within the Telecommunication industry
with strategic vision responsible for providing local market leadership and management
direction for the overall operations for Logic. This is the key entrepreneurial leadership role
within a subsidiary of a publicly listed company and, as such, this executive must create
market and customer leadership while delivering strong shareholder returns and ensuring
effective governance.
Essential Responsibilities include (but not limited to):
• Develop and promote the vision, strategic and business plans that will achieve company
goals. Utilize the skills and perspectives of your Senior Management Team in developing
and refining plans and performance metrics, and ensure accountability to same.
• Be success vs. activity oriented. Monitor and analyze performance KPIs (as required daily, weekly, monthly, etc.) to ensure that teams are aligned and objectives are achieved.
Ensure that the staff, training, performance management processes, systems, and team
alignment & focus are in place and operational for timely and effective service delivery
and product support at all times.
• Provide guidance and oversight for the financial management of the business. Be facile
in managing the P&L, balance sheet and cash flow, and ensuring that team members
have the appropriate understanding of how their goals link to same.
• While leveraging shared services resources in Regulatory Affairs, serve as the de facto
local leader in this area for Logic Cayman. Make recommendations as required to ensure that Logic takes a leadership role in the ongoing evolution and development of the
Telecommunications Landscape in Cayman.
Qualifications & Experience required:
• 8 -10+ years of senior leadership experience in consumer focused businesses is required, preferably in telecommunications. Post Graduate degree is desired but not mandatory, preferably in Business Administration.
• Senior operating experience in the Caribbean region is strongly preferred. Experience
with advanced telecommunications & technology standards, preferably in North America, is desired.
• Developing and managing ‘High Performance Teams’ to effect company goals and objectives
• Experience with utilization of various sales channels including corporate, retail and consumer sales
• Adept at developing vision and translating vision into focused and prioritized action
• Strong leadership, influencing, communication skills; imparts strong sense of urgency
• An entrepreneurial passion for leading and growing a business
• A relentless commitment to making the Customer the center of everything the company
does; ability to lead transformation efforts to make that commitment a reality
• Track record of delivering on revenue and profitability targets
• Superior relationship management skills
Compensation will be based on experience and previous verifiable work and salary history.
Salary US$200,000.00-225,000.00 per annum. Benefit package includes - comprehensive
medical & dental health insurance, pension and Logic products and services.
Apply online today at https://logichr.bamboohr.com/jobs/ or email us at HR@logic.ky.
Deadline for receipt of applications is 13 August 2021.

Executive Assistant &
Administrator Investor Services
CUC is an equal opportunity Company with over 230 employees who are committed to meeting the
electrical needs of Grand Cayman and to providing quality customer service.
Reporting to the Company Secretary & Data Protection Oﬀicer, the successful candidate will be
responsible for:
providing professional administrative support to the Executive Oﬀicers including the preparing of
reports, organisation of meetings, scheduling of appointments and professional handling of
enquiries, as requested;
assisting with the eﬀicient functioning of the Share Purchase programmes, receiving and tracking
of investor queries, maintaining and filing of accurate shareholder documentation and assisting
the Compliance Department team ensuring achievement of reporting deadlines with Securities
Regulators;
providing administrative assistance to the Company Secretary as required, including the
maintaining of Company corporate records, minute books, securities registration and reporting
records;
organising itineraries including Executive and Board of Director members’ travel and
accommodations, other required travel-related arrangements Company-wide and the placement
of visiting contract workers, ensuring compliance with travel-related policies and procedures;
processing and tracking of Executive and Compliance department expense invoices and
maintaining of the petty cash reserve for Executive, Compliance department and travel purposes;
preparing the boardroom for Board of Directors and other meetings, managing the Executive
Boardroom bookings, arranging and setting-up of refreshments as requested and assisting with
the running of the Company‘s Annual General Meeting.
Applicants must possess a degree in a business related field (preferred); Associate’s degree in a
related field and professional personal assistant training with a minimum of five years working
experience; five to seven years experience in Customer Service and/or as a Registrar & Transfer Agent
(preferred); basic understanding of financial and disclosure instruments, securities regulations and
capital market processes; excellent proficiency in Microsoft Oﬀice and reporting in an online
environment; excellent attention to detail and ability to work eﬀectively with minimal supervision;
and superior organisational, verbal and written communication skills and the ability to multitask.
Salary range is CI$4,342 to 5,644 per month.
CUC oﬀers a very competitive benefits package including pension, health and life insurance and
training opportunities. Caymanians, Cayman Status holders, permanent residents and persons
married to Caymanians need only apply. To apply, visit the Company’s website
(www.cuc-cayman.com), click on the tab “Careers” on the Home Page, navigate to “Job
Opportunities”, click on the designated job title and follow the instructions. Applications must be
submitted not later than Friday, August 13, 2021. Applications through recruitment agencies will
not be accepted. Only candidates who are short-listed will be contacted for an interview.
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This offer expires on August 31, 2021

Book a ½ page
newspaper ad
get a Free
Online
Banner for
1 month

For more information contact
Ralph at 9162000 or email sales@caymaniantimes.ky
Visit caymaniantimes.ky for your Local and Regional News
NO SUBSCRIPTION REQUIRED

